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Summary 

In this report the wake behind a circular cylinder is investigated in the transition regime, ReD = 
180 - 300. The investigation is done using experiments in a towing tank. In the experiments par
allel vortex shedding behind the cylinder is promoted with the help of inwardly angled endplates. 

An electro-chemical tin precipitation technique is used to visualize the shedding pattem of 
the natural modes of transition, A and B. The wake of mode A transition shows wavy deformed 
primary vortices. The deformation is induced by vortex loops which appear in the wake of the 
cylinder with a spanwise wavelength of 4D. In the shedding pattem of mode B secondary vorticity 
braids become visible. These braids appear as counter rotating vortices in visualizations of the 
horizontal plane behind the cylinder. The spanwise wavelengthof the structures is approximately 
1.2D and at a certain spanwise position the sign of the formed vortices changes each half a shed
ding period. 

By forcing on the flow with a thin control wire placed in the near wake of the cylinder the 
shedding pattems is altered and mode C transition is found. Mode C transition behind the cylin
der is investigated for ReD= 190- 250. In the shedding pattem of mode C transition secondary 
vortices develop and the spanwise wavelengthof the 3D structures is around 2D. The wake shows 
an asymmetry. Behind an upper shed primary vortex relative strong vorticity braids are found 
which conneet to a later shed lower primary vortex at the cylinder side. Between a lower shed vor
tex and a later shed upper vortex hardly any conneetion is seen. Purthermare upper vortices show 
a wavy deformation, while the lower vortices remain straight. Each shedding cycle the shedding 
pattem shows a spanwise shift over half the wavelength of the 3D structures, which effectively 
means that the shedding period is doubled. 

In the 2D horizontal plane behind the cylinder the relative strong vorticity braids appear as 
counter rotating vortices and are positioned behind a lower shed primary vortex. Behind an upper 
shed vortex weak vortex pairs develop. By combining the visualizations of the horizontal and 
vertical plane it is found that the shape of primary vortices differs at different spanwise positions 
in the shedding pattem. 

The upper shed primary vortices have a lower streamwise velocity than the lower shed ones 
and it seems that there is a small downwards deflection of the vortex street. From the results of 
PIV velocity measurements in the vertical plane the strength of the primary vortices is determined 
and a difference in strength between upper and lower shed vortices is found. This difference in 
strength causes the relative movement between the vortices. 

Also PIV measurements have been carried out in the horizontal plane and the measurements 
also show the presence of the counter rotating vortices. The formation of the vortices is accompa
nied with a fast streak of positive velocity which starts just behind the cylinder. For ReD = 230 
the strength of vortices is foliowed as function of their position behind the cylinder. The strength 
increases until x/ D = 1.5 after which it remains more or less constant. 

Finally the results of the mode C investigation are briefly compared with mode E transition, 
which appears in the wake of a heated cylinder for ReD = 85 and RiD = 1. Although both modes 
have a number of features in common, no clear relation is found. 



N omenclature 

Roman 

d diameter [m] 
D cylinder diameter [m] 
f frequency of vortex shedding [s-1] 
g gravitational constant [ms-2] 
g gravitational vector [ms-2] 
h hydrastatic height [m] 
l length of the plate [m] 
L cylinder length [m] 
L Length of the wake [m] 
p pressure [Pa] 
t time [s] 
T period for vortex shedding [s] 
To free stream temperature [OC] 
T1 temperature of cylinder [OC] 
u= [u,v,w] velocity vector [ms-1] 
Uo free stream velocity [m-1] 
Uc convection velocity of the vortices [ms-1] 
UI phase shock velocity [ms-1] 
w width o the tin strips [m] 
~x step in x-direction [m] 
~y step in y-direction [m] 
~z step in z-direction [m] 

Greek 

(3 expansion coefficient roc-1] 
(3 wavenumber [-] 
(3 base suction [pa] 
r circulation [m2s-l] 
r baroclinic vorticity production [-] 
K, thermal diffusivity [Wm-loc-1] 
À wavelength [m] 
J-l floquet multiplier [-] 
IJ kinematic viscosity [m2s-2] 
p density [kgm-2] 
e shedding angle [-] 
8 = T-To dimensionless temperature [-] T1-To 
T stress [Nm-2] 
'Ij; streamline [-] 
w = [wx,Wy,wz] vorticity vector [s-1] 
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Subscripts 

0 
b 
er 
D 
h 
l 
x 
y 
z 

Superscripts 

* 

reference 
base 
cri ti cal 
diameter 
hydrastatic 
length 
in x-direction 
in y-direction 
in z-direction 

variation on the reference state 
dimensionless 

Dimensionless quantities 

Pr=!!. 
K 

ReD= UoD 

" 
R 

· g(3(T1 -To)D 
ZD = Uo 

St= {fa 

Drag coefficient 

Base pressure 

Grashof number 

Prandtl number 

Reynolds number 

Richardson number 

Strouhal number 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

In industrial applications the flow around bluff boclies is of great importance. In incinerators waste 
is burned at high temperatures and the heat in the exhaust gases is recovered in a heat exchanger. 
This heat may for example be used for the heating of houses. In the combustion process fly ash is 
formed which deposits on the pipes of the heat exchanger. The deposits reduce the overall heat 
transfer coefficient and may cause the failure of the recovery process. The depositing rates are 
directly coupled to vortex shedding and formation of stagnation points in the flow across the pipes 
of the heat exchanger. 

Also in dornestic applications the flow around bluff boclies is of importance. Electronic compo
nents in computers are cooledusinga fan which blows relative cold air into the computer. Before 
the cooling flow reaches the electronic components it is already influenced by other components 
positioned upstream in the flow that may induce instahilities in their wake. These instahilities 
change the flow properties at the position of the electronic components. In such a way it is possible 
to improve the cooling characteristics of the flow. 

Furthermore the flow around bluff boclies has direct engineering significance. Alternate shed
ding of vortices behind the body induces periodic lateral forces. If the frequency of the vortex 
shedding corresponds with the boclies natural frequency the body may start to oscillate. An exam
ple in which the flow around a body causes acoustic noise is the singing of electricity or telephone 
wires due to the wind. If these oscillations appear for a long period of time this may lead to 
the breakdown of the structure due to fatigue or other failure mechanisms. One of the most well 
known examples is the breakdown of the Tacoma Narrows Suspension Bridge in 1940. The wind 
had blown on it for a few days and caused the bridge to oscillate with very large amplitudes until 
it finally collapsed. lt is important to investigate the vortex shedding behavior behind boclies to 
prevent this kind of disasters in the future. 

A very simple example of a bluff body geometry is a circular cylinder. Other examples of 
bluff boclies are flat plates, triangular or rectangular cylinders. In the section Energy Technology 
research is clone on the wake behind a heated cylinder in the mixed conveetien regime. It has 
been found that there exists a 3D flow transition behind the heated cylinder which appears at 
much lower Reynolds numbers than the transitions found in the forced conveetien regime. This 
3D flow transition has been named mode E transition and is described in detail in [Ren05]. In 
the forced convection regime the modes of transition are named A, B and C. Mode A and B are 
natural modes. Mode C is found when a thin control wire is placed in the near wake of the cylin
der. In table 1.1 some of the properties of the different modes are given. In the table a striking 
resemblance between mode C and mode E transition is found. In both modes the 3D structures 
show a spanwise wavelength of approximately 2 cylinder diameters. The question may arise what 
these modes have in common. Both modes can be viewed as the result of an asymmetrical forcing 
on the flow; placing a control wire for mode C and heating of the cylinder for mode E. This has 
lead to the decision to analyse mode C transition in more detail. 

The analysis of mode C transition is clone using visualizations of the wake and by 2D velocity 
measurements in the wake. If mode C transition is examined it is only a small step to extend the 
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CHA.PTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Table 1.1: Properties of the A, B, C and E modes of transition. 

ReD Spanwise wavelength 
of the 3D structures 

Mode A 180- 230 Àz/D;::::; 4 
ModeB > 230 Àz/D;::::; 1 
ModeC 170- 270 Àz/D;::::; 2 
ModeE 75- 117 À2 /D;::::; 2 

experiments to mode A and B transition. The Reynolds number for both modes are in the same 
range as for mode C transition and only a small change in the setup is needed to investigate them. 

In this report the wake behind a circular cylinder subjected toa uniform cross flow is analyzed. 
In chapter 2 the investigation starts with the problem definition and a discussion of the flow around 
a cylinder including the different flow regimes and the 2D vortex shedding mechanism. Much at
tention is given to oblique shedding which has a large influence on the results of the experiments 
and has to be prevented. After this the transition from 2D to 3D vortex shedding is discussed. In 
the discussion the four modes of transition, mode A, B, C and E are treated separately. In chapter 
3 the experimental setup is described. The experimental methods include a visualization tech
nique and a 2D velocity measurement technique. The different configurations used for both the 
techniques are explained. Also the influence of the visualization technique on the vortex shedding 
is determined using numerical simulations. The chapter ends with the measures taken to prevent 
oblique shedding. In chapter 4 the results of the visualizations of the first 2 modes of transition, 
A and B, are given. In chapter 5 the results of the investigation on mode C transition are given. 
In chapter 6 the results are discussed and also a comparison is made between mode C and mode 
E transition. The report ends with the final conclusions and a number of recommendations are 
presented for further research. 
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Chapter 2 

Cylinder wake flows 

2.1 Problem Definition 

-
T, -- }x 

z 
-

Figure 2.1: Problem definition 

In this report the flow behind a cylinder subjected toa horizontal cross flow is investigated, figure 
2.1. The cylinder has a diameter d and a length Land is being kept at a constant temperature T1. 
The horizontal cross flow has a constant temperature T0 and velocity Ua. Heating of the cylinder 
causes temperature differences in the fluid. As a result also gravitational forces will influence the 
flow behind the heated cylinder. The current flow problem is described by the conservation laws 
of mass, momentum and energy for an incompressible Newtonian fluid. In differential form they 
are: 

V'. Ü= 0, 

aü - ~- 1 ~ ~2 - --+u·vu=--vp+vv u+g at P ' 

aT _ ~ ~2 - +u. V T = /'\,V T. at 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Here ü = [u, v, w]T is the velocity vector, p the pressure, t is the time, pis the density, T is the 
temperature, /'\, the thermal diffusity and § = [0, -g, OjT the gravity vector with g the gravitational 
constant. In this representation it is assumed that loss of kinetic energy due to shear stresses in 
the energy equation can be neglected. Purthermare it is assumed that heat conduction obeys 
Fourier's law. If it is assumed that the variations in density, pressure and temperature are small 
compared toa certain reference state, than p = p0 + p', p =Po+ p' and T =Ta+ T', for which 
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CHA.PTER 2. CYLINDER H!.4.KE FLOWS 

p0 » p', p0 » p' and To » T'. In the Boussinesq approximation it is assumed that the density 
only depends linearly on temperature, 

p' = p(T) -Po = -f3o(T- Ta) 
P Po 

(2.4) 

in which f3o = - :o ~IT=To· If the assumptions are introduced into equation (2.2), with the 
hydrostatic pressure Ph= pogh taken as the reference pressure Po and it is used that Po+ p' >:::;Po 
the following relation is obtained. 

OU - - 1 l"7 1 l"72 - R (T rr> ) --+u·\i'U=--vp +vv u-t-Jo -.Log 
at Po 

(2.5) 

Equation (2.5) is only valid under the assumption of small temporal variations. For large temporal 
variations the density is not linear dependent on the temperature any more and also "' and v cannot 
be considered constant any more. For flows of water with temperature differences in the order of 
a few degrees the Boussinesq approximation may be used [Gra79]. The dimensionless form of the 
equations is found by introducing the following dimensionless parameters. 

- x - ü * p * p * t - § T-T0 
x*= D,u*= Uo'P = paU:f'P = Po't = D/Uo'g*=-g, 8 =Tl-To (2.6) 

Here Ta, T1, Uo and D are defined as in figure 2.1. lntroducing the variables into equations (2.1), 
(2.3) and (2.5) they can be written in dimensionless form (the superscript * is dropped formatter 
of convenience): 

\7. ü = 0, 

aü - l"7- l"7 1 l"72- R. 8--+u· vu=-vp+--v u- ~n-g, 
at Ren 

88 1 - + ü. \78 = \728, 
at RenPr 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Here Ren = U0Djv is the Reynolds number based on the diameter of the cylinder, Rin = 
Grn/Re}y = gj3(T1 - Ta)D/U:f is the Richardson number, Grn = gj3(T1- To)D3 jv2 is the 
Grashof number and Pr = vj"' is the Prandtl number. From equations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) it 
becomes clear that the problem is governed by the following dimensional numbers, Ren, Rin and 
Pr. The Prandtl number is a property of the fluid. Here the only fluid used is water and thus the 
Prandtl number is constant, only Ren and Rin will be changed in the experiments. The vorticity 
is defined as the curl of the velocity vector, equation (2.10) and is a measure of the rotation of 
fluid elements. 

w=\i'xü (2.10) 

From the definition it is found that clockwise rotation of fluid is considered as negative rotation 
and anti-clockwise rotation as positive rotation. By taking the curl of the momenturn equation 
(2.8) and using the incompressibility constraint the vorticity-equation can be derived. 

Dw 8w _ l"7 _ ( _ l"7) - 1 l"72 - R l"78 --=-+U· vW = W ·V U+-- V W- in V- X g, 
Dt at Ren 

(2.11) 

The left site of equation (2.11) stands for the change in vorticity while moving with the fluid. 
(w · \i')ü represents the change in w due to stretching and tilting. The term R~n \72w accounts for 
the change in w due to diffusion of vorticity. The term r = -Rin \78 x§ represents the generation 
of baroclinic vorticity. For a cylinder without heating Rin = 0 and this term drops out. 
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CHA.PTER 2. CYLINDER WAKE FLOWS 

2.2 2D Vortex shedding 

2.2.1 Different Flow Regimes 

First the situation for very low Reynolds numbers will be considered. H ReD is between 0 and 4-5 
the flow past the cylinder is dominated by the viscosity and is two-dimensional. The flow creeps 
around the cylinder, which results in the generation of vorticity. The boundary layer does not 
separate from the cylinder and the vorticity is diffused into the wake. The flow is laminar and 
stationair. In figure 2.2a a visualization is shown for ReD = 1.54 [Vdy82]. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2: Visualizations ofthe flow behind a cylinder at low Reynolds number, for (a) ReD = 1.54 
and (b) ReD= 26 (Vdy82]. 

When the Reynolds number is increased above 4-5, the boundary layer will detach from the 
cylinder. The vorticity formed in the boundary layer is confined just behind the cylinder. As a 
result a steady recirculation region of two symmetrically placed stationary vortices of opposite 
sign will appear in the near wake of the cylinder. In figure 2.2b a visualization of the flow past 
the cylinder for ReD = 26 is given. The figure clearly shows the two counter rotating vortices in 
the recirculation region. The length of this region increases with increasing Reynolds number. 

H the Reynolds number is increased and ReD > 49, the wake behind the cylinder becomes 
unstable. At first the end of the wake will show vibrations in horizontal direction which lead 
to a periodic behavior. A further increase of ReD results in stronger vibrations foliowed by the 
subsequent shedding of vortices at the upper and lower side of the cylinder. The staggered row of 
shedded vortices is called a von Kármán vortex street, which is shown in figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3: Visualization of the von Kármán vortex street for ReD = 100 [Zdr97]. 

The physical mechanism of vortex shedding will be described in the next paragraph. If the 
Reynolds number is increased to a value above 180 the nominal 2D situation of larninar vortex 
shedding will change. The flow becomes intrinsically 3D due to secondary instahilities which start 
to manifest themselves on top of the primary instability (the vortex street). The exact Reynolds 
number at which the transition from 2D to 3D takes place depends on the experimental conditions. 
The transition regime extends up to ReD= 300. There are 2 natural modes of transition [Wil88] 
for the flow behind a straight circular cylinder. The natura! modes are called mode A and mode B. 
The mode A is most dominant for ReD = 180-230 and has structures with a spanwise wavelength 
of 3-4D. Mode B transition starts to manifest itself at ReD = 230- 260 and has structures with 
a wavelengthof about 1D. Both modes will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2.3. For other 
bluff bodies, such as square cylinders or circular ring cylinders, more natural modes may be found 
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CHAPTER 2. CYLINDER WAKE FLOW'S 

in the transition regime. Beyond the transition regime the wake behind the cylinder becomes more 
and more turbulent. As long as the boundary layer remains laminar coherent vortex shedding is 
still present. The boundary layer at the cylinder wall becomes turbulent at about ReD= 3 x 105 

and than the flow is fully turbulent. 

2.2.2 Vortex shedding behind a cylinder 

The physical mechanism ofvortex shedding behind a cylinder is described in [Gre93]. An important 
parameter in vortex shedding is the Strouhal number, the dimensionless shedding frequency. It is 
defined as St = liJf with f the shedding frequency, Uo the free stream velocity and D the cylinder 
diameter. The vortex shedding process takes place in two consecutive parts, vortex formation 
foliowed by the actual shedding. In figure 2.4 the schematic representation of vortex shedding is 
shown. 

Shedv~ 
a b 

Figure 2.4: The schematic formation of a vortex [KieOO]. 

As the fluid flows past the cylinder vorticity is formed in the boundary layers. At the back of 
the cylinder the boundary layer separates from the cylinder. Vorticity from the separated bound
ary layers accumulates in the near wake. The accumulation process is influenced by regions of 
high shear from the remnants of the boundary layer. Only outside the high shear regions there 
is relative low viscous energy dissipation and accumulating of vorticity is possible. Due to this 
accumulation the formation of a coherent blob of vorticity takes place in the tip of the strand, 
figure 2.4b. The vorticity blob has its own entrainment effects. It is fed by more vorticity from the 
boundary layer, but it also induces a cross flow from the other side of the wake. This cross flow 
draws the shear layer of opposite strength from the other side of the wake across the centerline 
and constricts the vorticity strand upstream of the vorticity blob, figure 2.4c. A coherent vortex is 
formed. In this way the vortex cutsitself off from the influence of the near wake. Now the actual 
shedding process takes place, the vortex structure is accelerated downstream, figure 2.4d. 

For very low ReD the vortex shedding frequency is determined by the time it takes for a 
sufficiently organized vortical structure to develop. The formation of the vortical structure is 
negatively influenced due to the regionsof high viscous shear stresses. As ReD increases, the area 
occupied by viseaus shear stress decreases, so the development time associated with this aspect 
becomes shorter, leading toa higher shedding frequency. For high values of ReD the significanee 
of the shear stress becomes so smal! that it does not influence the vortex formation any more. 
The shedding frequency is governed by the vortex induced velocity field and the Strouhal number 
tends to become constant. 

2.2.3 Characteristics of the cylinder wake 

In the previous paragraph it is already discussed that one of the main characteristics of the cylinder 
wake, the Strouhal number, changes with the Reynolds number. Another important parameter 
in the wake is the base pressure coefficient behind the plate, defined as Cpb = 1'J'-upg. Here Pb is 

2p 0 

the base pressure at the most downstream point of the body and p0 is the free stream pressure. 
The corresponding base suction is f3 = -Cpb· The main characteristics of a cylinder wake can he 
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CHAPTER 2. CYLINDER WAKE FLOWS 

described with the help of a model for the wake of a flat plate with a splitterplate [Rho93]. In 
figure 2.5a the unsteady flow behind the plate with the splitterplate is shown. 

(a) 

Figure 2.5: Flow past a plate with wake splitter plate. (a) Impression of the instantaneous flow. 
(b) Wake defined by zero streamline [Rho93]. 

Normally a vortex street will form behind the plate if the Reynolds number of the flow is high 
enough, but the splitter plate changes the flow field and prevents the shedding of vortices. The 
unsteady shear layers reattach to the splitter plate at an average distance L behind the plate. In 
figure 2.5b the mean flow behind the plate is shown with the contour of the streamline 'ljJ = 0, 
which encloses the mean recirculation area. Us is the velocity along the streamline. Pr is the free 
stream pressure which corresponds to p0 in the definition of Cpb and T is the stress on the wake. 
The length of the circulation area can be related to the base suction by a "free streamline" or 
"cavity" model which accounts for the flow outside of the wake. 

0.5 

15 

L 
d 

10 

5 

Figure 2.6: Relation between the wake parametersfora bluff plate [Rho93]. 

In figure 2.6 this relation is shown. Line (b) shows the dependenee of the wake length on the base 
suction, (3. If the base pressure behind the plateis lower the wake length is smaller. Next to the 
"cavity" model, a dynamic model can be derived for inside the wake [Rho93]. The fluid inside of 
the wake is in equilibrium with the pressure forces and shear stresses that act on its boundary, 
the zero stream line. For a slender wake the curvature of the wake can be neglected. The force 
balance can be estimated as being: 

1 pody + 1 TdX;:::; (Pb- Po)d + 2TL = 0 
J'l/1=0 J'l/1=0 

(2.12) 

The base pressure and thus the base suction is determined by the distribution of shear stress and 
the length of the wake. For low Reynolds numbers the shear stress is equal to the viscosity of the 
fluid. But as Re increases the influence of the viscosity decreases and the shear stress along the 
zero streamline is dominated by the Reynolds stresses, pu'v'. The Reynolds stresses act on the 
mean flow and are formed by the random turbulent fluctuations in the fluid. 
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GRAPTER 2. CYLINDER lV.AKE FL01VS 

In figure 2.6 the lines (c) and (d) give the relation between the base suction and the formation 
length for different Reynolds stresses from the dynamic model. The stress for line ( c) is lower than 
for line ( d). With the combination of the cavity model and the dynamic model the behavior of the 
wake can be explained. If the Reynolds stresses become higher. The wake length will shift from 
the intersection of lines (b) and ( c) to the intersection of (b) and ( d). This leads to a decrease in 
wake length and in a higher base suction. 

It is di:fficult to expand the model to one without a splitterplate (or toa cylinder). Without 
the splitterplate vortex shedding will occur and the mean wake length is smaller, which indicates 
that stresses are higher. But with the model the base suction, the Reynolds stresses and the wake 
formation length are linked together and it is used to discuss qualitative aspects. 

1.2,..----..---..---...---....------.----.-----, 

Figure 2.7: Plot of the base suction over a large range of Reynolds numbers [Zdr97]. 

In figure 2. 7 the dependency of the base suction on the Reynolds number is given. In the stationair 
laminair regime (ReD < 49) the base suction, -Cpb, decreases due to lower viscous stresses. The 
result of the lower base suction is an increase in the recirculation length. Beyond ReD = 49, the 
base suction curve shows a sharp deviation compared to the one in the stationair laminair regime. 
Due to the development of instahilities in the recirculation area there is an increase in Reynolds 
stresses and the formation length decreases. This results into an increase in base suction. At 
ReD = 180 the wake develops the mode A 3D-instability where streamwise vortices are formed. 
This leads to an perturbation in the trend of the base suction curve. The base suction keeps 
increasing until it reaches a maximum at ReD= 260, where the mode B instability manifestsitself 
by the formation of smaller streamwise vortices. 

In [Rho55] it was found that the shedding frequency is approximately inversely proportional 
with the formation length. This links together the St.rouhal number with the other parameters. In 
figure 2.8 the relation between the Reynolds and St.rouhal number for the vortex shedding behind 
a cylinder is shown. Below ReD = 49 there is no vortex shedding. Above this value there are 
two separate curves visible. One curve for parallel vortex shedding and the other curve is for 
oblique vortex shedding. The difference between the two curves are explained in section 2.2.4. 
In the laminair vortex shedding regime the St.rouhal frequency increases with Reynolds number, 
which corresponds with a decrease of the formation length. At about ReD= 180- 190 the curve 
shows a discontinuity which corresponds with the mode A transition. As ReD is increased up to 
230-260 another discontinuity which corresponds with mode B transition. If the Reynoldsnumber 
is increased again after the second discontinuity the St.rouhal number rises again. 
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CHAPTER 2. CYLINDER "'J!KE FLOWS 

0.20 

0.1< 

-t..minor-i-3-0-

UlO 140 180 220 

Figure 2.8: The Strouhal-Reynolds number relationship over laminair and 3D transition regimes 
[\Vil88]. 

2.2.4 Oblique Shedding 

The flow in the laminair regime (Rev = 50- 150) is a nominal 2D situation. One e:xpects that 
in e:xperiments the separating vortex axes are shed parallel bebind the cylinder but usually they 
shed oblique. From numerous experiments it is found that without using endplates at the end of 
a cylinder an experiment is less reproducible. In a wind tunnel or water channel the endplates 
isolate the cylinder from the walland its boundary layer, but on the endplate also a thin boundary 
layer will grow. 

In an experiment a structure of cells with different frequencies and augles forms across the 
span of the cylinder. The number of cells which forms across the span depends on the Reynolds 
number and on the lengthof the cylinder [Kön90]. In a towing tank for Rev = 75 two different 
cells are found. The central cell with high shedding frequency and the endcells with low shedding 
frequency near both endplates. As the lengtb/ diameter ratio of the cylinder decreases the size 
of the endcells remains more or less the same, only the central cells becomes smaller. Thus also 
the relative influence of the endcells in the central cells becomes larger [Wil89] . The central cell 
disappears for L / D < 28. 

The vortices of the central cell move in and out phase with the vortices in the endcell due to 
the frequency differences. At the border of the cells the vortex is divided up and connected to two 
others of the same sign in the other cell if the phase difference is too big. In this way a vortex 
dislocation is formed, which is called a one-sided vortex dislocation. In figure 2.9 the formation 

Figure 2.9: Development of a one-sided vortex dislocation [Wil89]. Rev = 100. 

of a one-sided vortex dislocation is visualized. The vortex splits and links with two vortices with 
the same sign in the other cell. The spanwise length of each dislocation e:xpands as its travels 
downstream and it leaves a trail of dislocated vortices at some small angle to the free stream. 
The black area in the vortex patterns in figure 2.10a and 2.10b indicate the place of a vortex 
dislocation. In figure 2.10b also the inwards augled trail of the dislocations can be seen. If two 
neighboring cells have a low and a high frequency, than the in phase and out of phase rnaving of 
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the vortices at a boundary takes place with the beat frequency (!high- flow). 

In [Wil89] it is suggested that the low frequency endcellis caused due toa higher base pressure 
at the end section. The lowering of the speed near the endplates gives a higher base pressure and 
a longer wake. With the model discussed in section 2.2.3 it is found that an increase in base 
pressure, which means a decrease in base suction, leads to an increase in the vortex formation 
length. This increase in length gives rise to the decreasein shedding frequency. 

In [Mon88] a lineair stability analysis is performed on a few wake-type profiles. lt was found 
that for all the profiles considered that 2D-disturbances were the most unstable ones. The fact 
that they were more unstable than the oblique disturbances suggests that one should see parallel 
shedding and not oblique shedding in the wake of the cylinder. 

Typical angles of oblique vortex shedding are 10 to 20 degrees. The difference in the frequency 
of paralleland oblique vortex shedding explains the two curves found in figure 2.8. In figure 2.10 
the development of an oblique shedding mode in a towing tank is visualized [Wil89]. In a towing 
tank the flow is started impulsively. lt takes time for the end conditions to impose the oblique 
shedding in the wake. In figure 2.10a, just after the start, the vortices are shed parallel and only 
a small oblique angle is visible near the ends. In figure 2.10b the resulting, "chevron" shaped 
oblique vortex patron is shown. The oblique angle near the ends has propagated inwards and is 
now visible across te whole span of the cylinder. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.10: Development of an oblique shedding mode (b), from an initially parallel shedding 
configuration (a) [Wil89]. In (a) the cylinder has traveled x/ D = 100 and in (b) x/ D = 600. 
ReD= 95. 

The mechanism that produces the oblique angle of shedding in figure 2.10 involves a complex 
interaction of the central-span vortices with the vortices in the end cell [Wil89]. The vortices near 
the end of the central cell are somewhat delayed by those of the lower frequency endcells. lt results 
in the development of spanwise veloeities and the orientation of the vortices changes. The oblique 
front which travels inwards to the center of the cylinder is called the phase shock. In appendix A 
a schematic model of a phase shock is given. With the model a relation is derived for the position 
at which oblique shedding occurs over the complete span of the cylinder. 

In experiments the boundary conditions at both endplates are usually not exactly the same 
and the shedding angles at both sides may show a small difference. If one angle is more dominant 
only one shedding angle occurs over the entire span of the cylinder. 

lt is possible to prevent the occurrence of oblique shedding and to promote parallel shedding 
behind the cylinder by manipulating the end conditions. A local increase the shedding frequency 
near the endplates prevents the formation of the lower frequency cell near the endplate. With the 
help of the model discussed in section 2.2.3 it is found that an increase of velocity or correspondent 
decrease in base pressure will give a higher shedding frequency. The different measures all appear 
to use a slight increase of speed or a decrease in base pressure near the endplates. 

The first technique which can be used to promote parallel shedding is the inwards angling of 
the end plates [Wil89], figure 2.1la. In [Fag23] research was done on the pressure distribution 
on a flat plate which was placed in a flow under a certain angle. lt was found that the pressure 
on the backside of the plate was lower than the pressure at the front, if the plate was placed not 
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parallel with the inflow, but at an angle. So by angling the plate inwards totheinflow it is possible 
to reduce the base pressure behind the cylinder near the end plates. The endplates are angled 
inwards until the pressure and the resulting shedding frequency match the values over the rest of 
the span and the shedding becomes parallel. 

In [Ham89] parallel shedding is achieved using large control cylinders upstream of the cylinder, 
figure 2.11b. When using large control cylinders endplates are not needed. Parallel shedding is 
achieved by imposing a symmetrie pressure boundary condition at the endsof the cylinder. The 
position of the control cylinders influences the shape of vortex shedding behind the main cylinder. 
H they are not placed at the optimum position the vortex filaments will not be straight but in the 
shape of an are. 

Another measure used for achieving parallel shedding are coaxial end cylinders [Eis89], figure 
2.11c. The thicker end cylinders are easily made by sliding a small hollow tube over both the ends. 
H they are too thin parallel shedding will not occur and if they are to thick the vortex structures 
show an are shape or imply a new end effect. 

With the end suction technique [Mil94] a tube is placed next to both the endplates some 
distance behind the cylinder, figure 2.11d. Through the tube fluid is sucked away which results in 
a slight increase of the flow near the endplate and an decrease of the cylinders base pressure near 
the endplates. 

Figure 2.11: 2D parallel vort.ex shedding [Wil96a]. (a) Using inwardly angled endplates, (b) using 
coaxial end cylinders, (c) using control cylinders and (d) using end suction. 

2.3 3D modes of transition 

In this section different modes of transition behind the cylinder will be considered. The modes can 
be divided into natural modes of transition and forced modes of transition. The natural modes, A 
and B, are found behind an unheated cylinder. In general mode A transition is characterized by 
the formation of vortex loops and mode B with the forming of streamwise vortex pairs. The two 
other modes discussed are C and E, which are the result of forcing on the 2D flow. The forcing 
for mode C is clone by placing a tiny control wire close to the cylinder in the near wake. For mode 
E the forcing is performed by using a heated cylinder. With Mode C transition also streamwise 
vortices are found in the wake. Mode E transition is characterized by escaping plumes. 
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2.3.1 Mode A Transition 

The Reynolds number at which mode A transition starts to occur is infl.uenced by a few things. 
In figure 2.8 it can he seen that the critica! number depends on weather the Reynolds number is 
increased or lowered. For example at ReD = 185 there are two curves present, the laminair upper 
curve and the lower curve corresponding to mode A. Usually the Reynoldnumber is increased from 
lower values. The Strouhal number follows the laminair curve until at about ReD = 195, where it 
drops suddenly onto the lower curve. If the Reynoldsnumber is decreased from a situation where 
mode A instahilities are already present, than than the Strouhal number followes the lower mode 
A curve until at about ReD = 170, where it shifts back onto the upper curve. 

The end conditions mayalso influence the critica! Reynolds number. The vortex dislocations 
that travel in spanwise direction over the cylinder may trigger the formation of mode A instahili ties. 
In [Mil94] Recr = 194 is found in an experimental setup with minimal influence of the end 
conditions. With the help of a stability analysis it is also possible to predict the critica! number. 
In [Bar96] Recr = 188.5 was found using a 3D Floquet stability analysis. 

Figure 2.12: Dye visualization of mode A transition for ReD = 200 [Wil96b]. 

In figure 2.12 mode A transition is visualized [Wil96a]. The figure shows that the mode A in
stability is characterized by a waviness perturbation of the primary vortices and the formation of 
vortex loops which link successive shed primary vortices. The spanwise wavelength of the mode A 
structures varies between >.j D = 3 and 4. The wavelength decreases slightly as ReD is increased. 
The wavelength scales with the larger physical structure in the nomina! 2D flow field, the size of 
the primary vortex [Wi196b]. 

The physical mechanism of the formation of these successive vortex loops is given in figure 2.13. 
At first an instability in the shedding process causes a spanwise waviness of the primary vortex 
as it is being formed. Due to the waviness part of the primary core, the loop segment, is located 
more to the center plane. The loop segment is pulled back towards the cylinder in the reverse flow 
region. This results in tearing of the primary vortex, the core convects downstream and the loop 
segment convects upstream. Due to the tearing of the primary vortex vorticity is introduced in 
the braid regions. This vorticity is than stretched to form streamwise vortex pairs. The formation 
of vortex loops at a particular spanwise location is self-sustaining. A previous formed vortex loop 
deforms the next primary vortex core as it is being formed. The secondary streamwise vortices of 
mode A transition have an out of phase sequence pattern. They are formed at the same spanwise 
position, but they change their sign every half shedding period. 

The steady flow pattem behind the cylinder for mode A may he disrupted by large scale struc
tures which occur for ReD = 180- 260. These structures are called two sicled vortex dislocations 
and in figure 2.14 one is shown. A two sicled vortex dislocation is triggered at the side of a mode 
A vortex loop. The vortex shedding is increasingly delayed from one loop onto the next compared 
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Figure 2.13: Physical mechanism for the formation ofthe mode A instability vortex loops [Wil96b]. 

Figure 2.14: Two sicled vortex dislocation [Wil96b]. 

withits surroundings and eventually the primary vortex core is disconnected from the surround
ing core. The dislocations grow into large-scale structures as they travel downstream. Due to the 
vortex dislocations no spanwise control of the shedding pattem by the endplates is possible in this 
range. The dislocation is not formed on all loop positions. Only a single loop in a row of loops 
along the span is dislocated. This results in a certain density of dislocations in the wake. Due to 
the occurrence of two sicled vortex dislocations visualizations and measurements of the mode A 
instability can only be performed in the early stages of an experiment. 

2.3.2 Mode B Transition 

At Reynolds numbers around or above Rev = 230 a different kind of vortex shedding occurs 
called mode B transition. The change from mode A transition to mode B transition is visible as 
the second discontinuity in the Re-St relation. First a combination of mode A and B transition 
is found. Pure mode B transition is found at Rev > 260. In [Bar96] a value of Recr = 259 is 
deterrnined using a 3D Floquet stability analysis. In figure 2.15 a visualization of the wake behind 
a cylinder for mode B transition is given. The mode B structures have a spanwise wavelength of 
approximately )..j D = 1.0, which is smaller than the wavelength of mode A. The wavelength of 
the mode B structures scales with the smaller physical scale in the nomina! 2D flow, the width of 
the braid shear layer. The primary vortices shed behind the cylinder are linked together by small 
scale vorticity "braids". Each pair of braids forms a counter rotating vortex pair. In comparison 
to the mode A transition the primary vortex is much more uniform and shows no waviness. As the 
vortices travel downstream the clear pattem behind the cylinder diminishes and becomes more 
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Figure 2.15: Dye visualization of mode B transition for ReD = 270 [Wil96b]. 

and more turbulent. The secondary vortices are only found in the near wake of the cylinder. 
In figure 2.16 the physical mechanism in the braid shear layer is shown which produces the 

streamwise vortices. In the shear layers that separate from both sicles of the cylinder, small sec
ondary vortices develop. The reverse flow in the near wake brings the perturbed shear layer, which 
is formed earlier on one side of the cylinder, back upstream towards the shear layer freshly emerg
ing from the other side, figure 2.16a. The perturbed shear layer consist out of an array of counter 
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Figure 2.16: Physical mechanism for the formation of mode B streamwise vortices in the braid 
shear layer [Wil96b]. 

rotating vortices. The presence of the streamwise vortices causes spanwise perturbations in the 
new braid shear layer visible in figure 2.16b. These perturbations are than amplified into new sets 
of counter rotating vortices due to the strain experienced in the shear layer. Successive secondary 
vortices are in phase with the ones from a previous braid. The successive streamwise vortices 
formed at a particular position seem to amalgamate downstream into one long single streamwise 
vortex. In [Bre96] PIV velocity measurements are clone in the horizontal plane at y = 0 behind 
the cylinder for mode B which show the presence of the secondary vortices in this plane. 
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Figure 2.17: Velocity measurement in the horizontal plane at y = 0 for R eD = 260 [Bre96]. 
(a) Vector plot and (b) conesponding normalized vorticity field , wy . Vorticity levels are lwzl = 
1, 2, 3, 4. Solid lines indicate positive vorticity and dashed lines negative vorticity. 

2.3.3 Mode C Transition 

In [Zha95] a third mode of 3D transition is found, mode C transition. In figure 2.18 a visualization 
of mode C transition is given. The visualization was made using hydrogen bubbles which were 
formed at a tbin wire placed at x/D = 0.75 and y/D = 0.75 bebind the cylinder. 
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Figure 2.18: Hydrogen bubble visualization of mode C transition for R eD = 215 [Zha95]. 

The figure shows pairs of counter rotating vortices just bebind the visualization wire. Mode C 
bas a spanwise wavelength of approximately 1.8D and appears for 170 < ReD < 270. Mode C 
transition is not a natural mode. It only appears if a tbin control-wire is placed parallel to the 
cylinder in the near wake. This is also confirmed in [Bar96] where, in the range at which mode 
C transition is present, no unstable wavelength of 1.8D was found in their stability analysis. In 
[Zha95] the wire wbich creates the hydrogen bubbles is used as control wire. The 3D structures 
do not develop due to the fact that placing the wire imposes an asymmetrie excitation. In [Zha95] 
numerical calculations were performed and it is found that if 2 control cylinders were used instead 
of one the wavelength is slightly higher, namely 2.2D. 

A control wire alters the vortex shedding bebind the cylinder if it is placed in the near wake 
bebind the cylinder [Str90]. The presence of the wirereduces the growth of the initial instahilities 
which lead to vortex shedding. The local stability of the flow is altered by smearing and diffusing 
the concentrated vorticity in the shear layers. In this way it is possible to suppress vortex shedding 
up to R eD > 90. If the wireis placed at the right position and bas the proper tbickness it is also 
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possible to increase the range, up to Rev = 230, at which parallel2D vortex shedding is presentand 
no 3D instahilities are developed [Zha95). The control wire seems to suppress mode A transition 
and the formation of two sided vortex dislocations and also impairs the mode B transition. This 
change in the flow field gives rise the mode C instability to develop. 

An interesting feature of the mode C instability is that it is quasiperiodic for Rev > 200. This 
means that the 3D structures alternate in sign every period and a shedding period is formed by 2 
cycles. Below Rev = 200 the flow is 3D periodical. In the near wake the streamwise vortices of 
mode C are quite similar to those of mode B with only difference in wavelength. However mode 
B vortices are only present in the near wake, the far wake is turbulent. The secondary vortices of 
mode C can also be found in the far wake of the cylinder. In the far wake mode C also induces 
pairing of the primary vortices in x-direction. 

2.3.4 Mode E Transition 

By heating of the cylinder another interference of the 2D flow field can be achieved. In [KieOO) the 
mixed convection behind an heated cylinder is investigated for Rev = 75. Fora low heat input 
0 < Ri < 1 it is found that the cylinder wake remained 2D, although some differences were found 
in comparison to the unheated case. Still two rows of oppositely rotating vortices were formed, 
but during the downstream convection, the vortices in the wake deflected in negative y direction. 
Furthermore a relative movement between the vortex structures was observed, a rotation of a 
lower vortex around an upper one. The deflection and rotation could be explained by a strength 
difference between upper shed vortices and lower shed vortices. Introduetion of the heating of the 
cylinder accounted for this strength difference. The maximum negative deflection was found for 
Ri = 0.5. For higher llichardson numbers the smaller deflection was believed to be caused by an 
increasing influence of the upward directed buoyancy force. 

In [Maa01) it is discovered that already for Riv > 0.3 the wake becomes 3D in the forming of 
'vortical structures' near the cylinder wall in the form of counter rotating vortex pairs. Further 
downstream in the wake thermal plumes escape from the primary vortices. If the heat input is 
increased up to Riv > 1, the upwards buoyancy force seems to prevent the formation of coherent 
vortical structures and the plumes already escape at the formation position. In figure 2.19 a 
visualization of the wake with escaping plumes is given for Riv = 1 and Rev = 117. The averaged 

Figure 2.19: Visualization of the top vortices in the wake behind the cylinder for Riv = 1 and 
Rev = 117 [Maa01). 

wavelength of the instability is approximately 1.8 D, which is remarkably the same wavelength 
as found for mode C. The vortical structures bebind the cylinder result in an extra transport of 
warm fluid totheupper vortices. The hot fluid is accumulated at the center of the vortex pair. 
The spanwise position of the center corresponds to the spanwise position at which a plume escapes 
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from the primary vortices. 
In (Ren05] the 3D flow transition behind a heated cylinder is investigated in more detail using 

numerical simulations and velocity measurements. The 3D transition which manifests itself as 
escaping "mushroom" plumes is also found for ReD = 85 and RiD = 1.0 and referred to as mode 
E transition. This Reynolds number is much lower than the values at which transition behind 
an unheated cylinder is found. In [Ren06] the cyclic process with the formation of the secondary 
vortices in the near wake of the cylinder is described as followed: Close behind the cylinder the 
presence of temperature gradient leads to the generation of streamwise vorticity, which results 
from baroclinic vorticity production. Because of the streamwise vorticity regions, low-speed flow 
will move upwards resulting in high- and low speed streaks in the upper half of the wake. Next 
'transverse' vorticity is generated by the spanwise gradients in the streamwise velocity see figure 
2.20c, resulting in counter rotating vortices directly behind the cylinder figure 2.20a and b. These 
vortices lead to high- and low-temperature regions in spanwise direction and the process repeats 
itself. 
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0 (c) t = 0 

Figure 2.20: (a) Vectorfield, (b) vorticity field and (c) normalized streamwise velocity field at y = 0 
showing the counter rotating vortices behind the cylinder, for ReD = 85 and Ri D = 1 [Ren05]. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental methods 

In this chapter the experimental methods used for the investigation of the 3D transition are dis
cussed. First the experimental setup in which the experiments have been performed is described. 
After this bath the measurement techniques used for the investigation are discussed. An elec
trolytic precipitation methad which creates small tin tracer particles is used for flow visualization. 
In section 3.3 Partiele Image Velocemitry is described. In section 3.4 it is explained why new 
endplates are needed and it is shown that with the new endplates it is possible to promate parallel 
vortex shedding. 

3.1 ExperimentalSet-up 

The 3D transition behind a cylinder is stuclied in a towing tank. The tank consistsof glass plates 
of 15 mm thick which are placed inside a steel frame and is shown in figure 3.1. The tank has 
dimensions length x width x height = 500 cm x 50 cm x 75 cm and is filled with normal tap 
water until the water level has a height of about 50 cm. 

Figure 3.1: The towing tank. 

On top of the steel frame two translating rails are mounted. A stiff structure, which can translates 
over the rails, is placed on top of the set-up. The structure can translate over the rails with 
a maximum velocity of about 2 cmjs. In order to reduce the background motion in the tank 
due to thermal changes in the environment the tank is placed in a thermally controlled room. 
Furthermore the bottom, back and the two small sicles of the tank are isolated all the time and 
the isolation at the front of the tank can be removed when an experiment is conducted. Cylinders 
of different diameters are used. The cylinders have a lengthof about 48 cm. The cylinders used 
for investigating the unheated case have diameters of d = 12.3 mm and d = 15.0 mm. With 
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these cylinders the flow can be investigated for a ReD up to 300. The control wire used for 
the investigation of mode C transition is a thin capper wire with a diameter of 0.18 mm and is 
positioned at x I D = 0. 75 and y I D = 0. 75 parallel to the cylinder axis. The heated cylinder used 
for investigation of the flow behind a heated cylinder in [Maa01] and [Ren05] has a diameter of 8.5 
mm but it was braken. Although no experiments are performed with it a new heated cylinder with 
d = 10 mm is designed and manufactured. The structure which is placed on the rails is shown in 
more detail in figure 3.2a. 

Translating Structure 

Translating Structure 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2: The translating structure containing the old endplates (a) and the new endplates (b). 

The measurement equipment, like camera, lenses and mirrors is carried by the translating struc
ture. The equipment can be placed above the cylinder or on the side part. A cylinder is placed 
in between two large perspex plates that are hung up in the translating structure. In the early 
experiments the endplates were 500 x 65 x 4 mm as in 3.2a. Later the endplates were redesigned. 
The new plates are circular with a diameter of 18 cm and a thickness of 1 cm and are shown in 
figure 3.2b. The edges of the new plates are smoothed. In order to reduce vibrations of the cylin
der two rods were added to the configurations. The need for these new endplates is explained in 
section 3.4. More details on the designing processof the towing tank set-up can be found in [KieOO]. 

3.1.1 Measurement configurations 

N ow the measurement configurations are discussed. Recordings are made using a measurement 
system which consists of a camera and a computer with frame grabber. The cameras used are 
CCD cameras, Kodak Megaplus 8-bit or 10-bit ES 1.0, with 1008 x 1019 pixels. Both cameras 
have a maximum capturing rate of 29 images per second. The images are stared on the computer 
using the computer program called Videosavant. In the postprocessing the contrasts in the images 
is improved using Matlab. The impravement of the images is similar with the changing of the 
grayscales in Videosavant using the Output Lut. In 2D visualizations the particles are white in a 
black background. In 3D visualizations the images are negated and thus particles appear as black 
and the background as white. 

3D contiguration 
With the 3D configuration visualization the complete 3D structures in the wake of the cylinder 
are visualized, figure 3.3. In this configuration a slide projector lights the whole area behind the 
cylinder. It is placed at the side of the tank on the stiff structure and moves along with the cylin
der. The camera can be placed at many positions. By placing the camera at the top the spanwise 
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Figure 3.3: 3D measurement configuration. 

wavelength of the 3D structures in the wake can easily be determined. With the new endplates 
visualization in this configuration is not as nice as with the old endplates. The light from the slide 
projector reflects and refracts at the edges of the new endplates. As aresult a divergent stripeis 
visible which originates at the edge of the first endplate, as in figure 3.11. 

Vertical plane configuration 
In the vertical plane configuration the flow is investigated using a laser sheet in the x-y plane and 
recordings are made from the side. In figure 3.4a the configuration is given schematically. The 
lasersheet is created using a pulsed Neodymium: Yttrium-Aluminium-Gamet (Nd:YAG) laser. A 
light pulse emitted by the laser has a wavelength of 532 mm, a pulse time of 6 ns and a maximum 
energy of 200 mJ. By letting the camera trigger the laser it is made sure that the image recording 
and light pulsing is synchronized. The laser beam comes in from the top and is than widened in 
a diverging lens. The thin laser sheet is created by a slit placed closely behind the diverging lens. 
If the thickness of the lasersheet is too thin not enough light will pass and recordings will he to 
dark. If the sheet is too thick the flow inside of the sheet cannot he considered 2D anymore. In all 
experiments the sheets are 3 mm thick. With the configuration visualizations can be made, but 
also 2D velocity measurements are possible. 

Laserbeam 
====~ Mirror 

Cylinder 

Endplates-

Lens 
Slit 

\ 

(a) 

Camera 

(b) 

Figure 3.4: Single plane configurations. (a) Vertical plane configuration and (b) horizontal plane 
configuration. 

Horizontal plane configuration 
The horizontal plane configuration is quite similar to the vertical plane configuration. Instead of 
creating a laser sheet in the y-z plane now a laser sheet is created in the horizontal, the x-z plane, 
figure 3.4b. The laser used is a continuous wave Argon-Ion laser with a maximum power output 
of 10 W, although usually a power output of 0.5 Wis used. The light emitted by the Argon laser 
consistsof multiple wavelengths of which 488 mm and 514.5 mm have the highest intensities. The 
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camera is placed at the top. The height of the laser sheet can be varied but is usually placed at 
the center of the cylinder at y = 0. 

Dual-plane configuration 
With the help of the dual-plane configuration it is possible to measure in the two perpendicular 
planes simultaneously. The dual-plane configuration can be used for visualizations but also for 
velocity measurements. The configuration is used in combination with the new endplates and the 
cylinder with d = 15.0 mm. In this configuration both the Nd:YAG laser and Argon-Ion laser are 
used and also two cameras are needed. The limited amount of space on the stiff structure gives 
difficulties in placing the cameras, mirrors, lenses and slits at the right position. Another problem 
is the refraction and reileetion of the laser light at the edges of the endplates. 
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Figure 3.5: Dual plane configuration. In (a) the top view is given and in (b) the side view of the 
configuration. 

In figure 3.5a topview of the dualplane configuration is given. The Argon-Ion laser is used to 
create the horizontal laser sheet. When the sheet passes the left new endplate a black stripe will 
appear in the sheet due to reileetion and refraction at the rounded edge of the plate, just as in the 
3D configuration. For a nice visualization this black stripe must lie outside of the area recorded 
by the camera. This is achieved by creating a very divergent sheet very close to the cylinder. 
Due to the high divergence the direction of the black stripe is aimed far downstream and does 
not interfere with the camera recordings. The horizontal plane is recorded by the first camera 
CCD1 from the top as shown in figure 3.5b. In front of CCDl a holographic notch ffiter with 0% 
transmission at À= 532 nm is placed. It is used to ffiter out the Nd:YAGs light scatteredat the 
bottorn and cylinder. 

In figure 3.5b the Nd:YAGs light beam comes in from the top were it is diverged to create the 
vertical laser sheet. The flow field in this plane is recorded by the secoud camera CCD2, which 
also triggers the ND:YAG laser. In front of CCD2 a narrow band filter is used. This ffiter only 
transmits light of À = 532 nm with a bandwidth of 10 nm, light with a different wavelength is 
filtered out. In this way only light emitted by the Nd:YAG laser is recorded. 

The fact that the horizontal sheet has to diverge from very close to the endplate means that this 
camera cannot be setup to view through the endplate. The view is blocked by the two diverging 
lenses and the slit. It is placed at a different position with an angle towards the x-y plane as shown 
in figure 3.5a. In the visualization a lens with a wide angle is used (! = 16 mm) and the camera is 
augled a little from its perpendicular position towards the vertical plane. Still a small part of the 
endplates remairred visible in the images and also part of the cylinder is present in the image. The 
result of the angle is that it is only possible to focus on part of the plane. In the visualizations this 
effect was limited. For the velocity measurements the camera CCD2 is zoomed in more and the 
angle caused focussing problems. With a scheimflug it is possible to adjust for the angling of the 
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camera on the x-y plane. The principles of a scheimflug are discussed in appendix B. The usage 
of the scheimflug comes with a cost. In an image the left and right side will scale differently. 
One would like to know the position of the vertical sheet in the horizontal plane recordings. The 
light of the vertical sheet that reflects on the cylinder is not visible anymore due to the use of the 
holographic notch filter and thus the position of the sheet is not clear anymore. For this reasou 
a strip of slightly fluorescent paint is put on the top side of the cylinder and the vertical sheets 
position now lights up a little on the cylinder during an experiment. 

3.2 Flow Visualizations 

Flow visualizations are used to investigate the structures in the wake of the cylinder. The visual
izations of the flow are made with an electrolytic precipitation method [Hon80]. In this method 
white smoke of small insoluble metallic salt particles is produced electrochemically of an anode. 
This smoke is than used as a tracer of the fluid motion. The best metal to use for the generation 
of the smoke is tin. When a voltage difference is applied over a cathode and an solder anode the 
following reactions occur at the anode: 

Sn(s) 
sn2+ 

--+ Sn2+ 
--+ Sn(OH)2(s) 

(3.1) 

Due to the voltage difference tin-ions are separated from the anode. The tin-ions do not dissolve 
in PH-neutral water and form very small tin-hydroxide particles (0(1 f.L m)). These small particles 
form the smoke which is made visible with the slide projector or the laser. At the cathode hydragen 
is formed: 

2H+ + 2e- --+ H2 (3.2) 

The hydrogen at the cathode eau form into bubbles which eau disturb the flow. Thus the cathode 
has to be placed somewhere it does not interfere with the flow field. In [Maa01] research is clone 
on the influence of different parameters on the production of the tin particles. It was found that 
the voltage difference between cathode and anode should not exceed a value of± 20 Volt. At 
this difference oxygen bubbles start to form at the anode which disrupt the flow field. If the tin 
particles production is not sufficient, it is possible to solve an electrolyte in the water, for example 
NaCI. 

The anode used here is a solder wire with diameter of 3 mm that is rolled. The resulting strip 
has a thickness of about 0.4 mm and a width of 5 mm. The strip is placed horizontally into an 
insulated frame that is connected to the stiff structure on the guiding rails. The width of the 
frame is about 46 cm and is placed upstream of the cylinder. As it is towed through the tank a 
horizontal sheet of particles is formed behind the strip. It is also possible to place two strips in 
the frame above each other with a distance of 3 mm. In this way it is possible to introduce one 
tin sheet in the top boundary layer and one in the lower one as is schematically shown in figure 
3.6. The tin sheet is introduced into the boundary layer of the cylinder. The major problem with 

Figure 3.6: Schematic drawing of the usage of two tin sheets. 

the visualization technique is its sensitivity to the background motions in the tank. During the 
time it takes the tin sheet to reach the cylinder its height may be changed due to the background 
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motion. This may also cause a spanwise difference in the height of the tin sheet. The tin sheet 
can he introduced to the cylinder at different heights. 

In figure 3. 7 the von Kármán vortex street is visualized using the tin precipitation method in 
the vertical plane configuration. In front of the cylinder the tin sheet is visible. The tin particles 
are introduced in the middle of the cylinder. They follow the flow through the boundary layers 
into the near wake into the vortex street. The figure shows the primary vortices shed at the upper 
and lower si de of the cylinder and the braid shear layer. 

:I 
/ 

Braid 

Figure 3. 7: Visualization of the von Kármán vortex street using the tin precipitation method and 
the vertical plane configuration, for ReD = 85. 

Infiuence of the tin strip on the flow field 

The frame with the tin strips is placed 25 cm upstream of the cylinder. The tin wires interfere 
with the uniform flow field upstream of the cylinder and will influence the vortex shedding at the 
cylinder. First an analytica! model is derived to determine the disturbance in the velocity profile 
at the position of the cylinder . 
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Figure 3.8: Velocity characteristics around a infinitely thin plate. 

In the analysis the two strips are replaced by a single infinitely thin tin plate, figure 3.8. The 
velocity is constant except for a small region near the plate and in the wake. After sealing the 
Navier-Stokes equations the Prandtl's boundary-layer equations are found [Schl79]. Fora steady 
flow and if the pressure gradient in the x-direction is negleeteel remains. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

In the equations u is the velocity along the plate in the direction of the main flow, and v is the 
velocity perpendicular to the plate. The boundary conditions are u = v = 0 on the plate, u = U0 

for y = oo, and u= Uo for x< 0 and x= 0 is the front of the plate. In a laminar stationair flow, 
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far behind the plate, u ----+ U0 and v ----+ 0. If the disturbance of u on U0 is small and v ~ 0, than 
from equations(3.3) and (3.4) it follows that. 

OU o2u 
Uo ox = v oy2 

OU+ ov = 0 
ox oy 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

With the following boundary conditions in the wake: ~~ = 0, v = 0 for y = 0 and u= U0 for y 
----+oo. Using the boundary conditions and solving of (3.5) and (3.6) the following solution for the 
velocity profile bebindtheflat plateis found [Gol33] . 

.!!_ = 1- Ax-!exp(-U0y
2

) 
Uo 4vx 

(3.7) 

In which A is a constant which can be found by consiclering the 2D momenturn balance on a 
control volume which encloses the plate. 

l
+oo 

FD = pUo -oo (Uo - u)dy (3.8) 

From the momenturn balance it is found that [Gol33]. 

A- FD 
- 3 

2ftpfoUJ 
(3.9) 

In which FD is the drag which is defined as. 

(3.10) 

With l the lengthof the plate, ba characteristic length scale and CD, the drag coefficient. For the 
infinitely small plate the Blasius solution is used todetermine the drag coefficient, which depends 
on Re1, the Reynolds number basedon its length. The solution has tobetaken for both the upper 
and the lower site of the plate. It than follows that [Schl79]. 

1 

CD = 2.6564Re~ 2 (3.11) 

For the velocity at y = 0 it than follows that: 

(.!!_) = 1 -A· x-! 
Uo y=O 

(3.12) 

This solution for the velocity profile may be applied for each 2D body with a symmetry axis par
allel to the flow for which there is a laminar wake [Schl79]. The analytica! solution will be applied 
for the wake of the two tin strips. 

The value of A is still unknown and will be determined by numerical simulations using 
SEPRAN. In C.1 the mesh is given in which triangular Crouzeix-Raviart elements have been 
used. The amount of elements in the mesh was increased several times until an increase in ele
ment did not result in a smoother profile bebind the strips. Inside the elements the velocity is 
treated as a quadratical polynomial with an extra third therm and the pressure distribution over 
the element is lineair. This results in a O(h3

) accuracy in the velocity and a O(h2
) accuracy in the 

pressure with h the characteristic size of the element. In order to solve the resulting set of equa
tions a penalty nmction metbod is applied. For the time integration the Crank-Nicolson scheme 
is used (() = 0.5). A Newton lineralization is used for the convective term in the Navier-Stokes 
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equations. Even for the highest veloeities used in the experiments the flow developed into a steady 
laminair solution. From the velocity profile in x direction at the centerline in 3.9a the value of A 
is determined. The value A = 0.662-JW is found, with w the width of the strips which corresponds 
with l of the infinitely thin plate. 
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Figure 3.9: (a) The numerically obtained streamwise velocity profile at y = 0. (b) Streamwise 
velocity profile at x I w = 50. 

Using equation (3.12) the disturbance in the velocity profile of the double tin configuration is 
determined at the position of the cylinder (x Iw = 50) for the case the cylinder is not present. In 
figure 3.9b the resulting profile given. The dip in the profile is approximately 10% at y = 0. 

The influence of the disturbance in the velocity profile on the vortex shedding is still not 
known. The influence is determined by comparing the vortex shedding behind a cylinder with 
and without the tin strips. In the first simulation the inflow profile is uniform and in the second 
simulation the outflow profile of the simulation behind the two tin strips is taken as inflow profile. 
ReD = 180 is used for the comparison. This number is taken a little below the value at which 
most experiments are performed, but for ReD > 180 3D vortex shedding occurs. With the meshof 
figure C.2 the two simulations are performed. The amount of elementsin the mesh was increased 
until a further increase did not lead to smoother in velocity profile in y direction at x I D = 2 and 
in the vorticity profile at the wall. 

In figure C.3a the velocity profile in x direction at x I D = -1.5 is given with the uniform inflow 
profile simulation. The cylinder causes an upstream disturbance in the flow profile and retards 
the uniform inflow profile at the centerline [Zdr97]. In figure C.3b the velocity profile is given at 
x I D = -1.5 for the nonuniform inflow profile. The figure also shows a disturbance at this position 
but here this disturbance is also caused due the nonuniform inflow profile. In the simulations the 
strouhal numbers for both simulations are approximately the same. 

In figure C.4a and b the wall vorticity is given at a similar shedding stage. At x= 0 the curve 
is at the front of the cylinder and it follows the cylinder in clockwise direction until it reaches the 
front of the cylinder again at x = 1r. The two wall vorticity curves are very similar in shape, but 
the curve for the uniform inflow profile has slightly higher extreme values. 

In figure C.5 contour plots of the vorticity are given for both simulations. In the bottorn figure 
near the inflow still two vorticity contours caused by the nonuniform inflow are found. Behind 
the cylinder the shedded vortices are almost completely the same. From simulations the normal
ized circulation of the vortices at xl D = 2.5 is calculated using r = JA wzdA. It is found that 
r uniform = 3.38 and r nonuniform = 3.36. These values do not differ significantly with data found 
in [Zdr97] where the variation of the vortex strength is given in terros of Reynolds number. With 
2D numerical simulations for ReD= 80 a strengthof r In= 1.00 is found and the strengthalmost 
linearly increases and at ReD = 300 r In = 1.05 is found. It is concluded that the effect of the 
placement of two tin strips in front of the cylinder on the vortex shedding can he neglected. 
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3.3 Partiele image Velocimetry 

With the help of velocity measurements it is possible to determine the flow charaderistics in the 
wake of the cylinder. Small round polyamide particles with an average diameter of 20JLm are used 
as seeding in the tank. The plane in which the measurement is performed is lighted using a laser 
sheet. The tracer particles scatter light of the laser sheet and this scattered light is recorded with 
a camera. The velocity fields can he derived from the movement of the particles in successive 
images. 

Two well known techniques for the derivation of the velocity fields from the images are Partiele 
Tracking Velocimetry (PTV) and Partiele hnage Velocimetry (PIV). When PTV is applied the 
tracer particles are tracked in subsequent images. In PIV the average displacement of a cluster 
of particles inside an interrogation area is determined in between two subsequent images. The 
advantage of PTV is that it determines more output velocity veetors and has a better accuracy. 
In order to do this it requires more images than PIV. For PIV only two images are needed, but 
PTV generally requires several images. 

In this report only PIV is used for the determination of the velocity fields. In the PIV postpro
cessing an interrogation area of 32 x 32 pixels is used with an overlap of 50% in combination with 
a Gaussian three point interpolation. More information on the applied PIV method may he found 
in [Pla04]. With the help of a calibration grid the output of the PIV postprocessing is transferred 
into real physical world positions and velocities. The output of the PIV postprocessing contains 
spurious data, these are filtered out using the normalized mediantest described in [Wes05]. The 
threshold value used in the filtering is 2. 

3.4 Parallel vortex shedding with new endplates 

With the old endplates and heated cylinder with d = 8.5 mm it is only possible to investigate 
the flow behind the cylinder up to ReD = 170. To investigate at Reynolds numbers up to 300 a 
thicker cylinder is needed. 

Without changing the velocity and with the assumption of an equal oblique shedding angle the 
distance traveled before the complete chevron pattem has developed depends only on the length 
ofthe cylinder, see equation (A.5). With a thinner cylinder the actual shedding frequency is much 
higher and thus the amount of cycles which can he recorded before the chevron pattem is reached 
is much greater. This already implies that with a thicker cylinder better end control is needed. 

The increase in diameter also leadstoa decrease of the lengtb/diameter ratio. As this ratio is 
decreased the central cell becomes smaller and thus the one-sided vortex dislocations will disrupt 
the flow field in a larger area. To illustrate the need for better shedding control the vortex shedding 
behind a thicker cylinder with d = 12.3 mm, is investigated for ReD= 123. In the experiment the 
old endplates are used and the result is shown in figure 3.10. 

In figure 3.10a the wake is given just after the start of the experiment when the vortices 
shed parallel behind the cylinder. Figure 3.10b gives the situation approximately 10 shedding 
cycles later. The figure clearly shows the oblique 'chevron' pattem behind the cylinder discussed 
in section 2.2.4. In an experiment it takes time for the small initial instahilities to grow and 
to develop the 3D shedding pattems found for the different modes of transition. Using the old 
endplates the number of shedding cycles which can he reearcled before oblique shedding interferes 
is too small. 

The infiuence of one-sided vortex dislocations is nicely illustrated in figure 3.1la. The figure 
shows a one sicled vortex dislocation near one of the endplates which is formed approximately 
every 9 cycles. This value agrees well with the data in [Wil89]. The dislocations disrupt the 
vortex shedding over almast the complete lengthof the cylinder. In section 2.2.4 different measures 
have been discussed for the promotion of parallel shedding and to prevent the formation of the 
dislocations. Of these measures angling of the endplates is chosen. By angling the plates at 
15 degrees it is possible to promate parallel shedding behind the cylinder at different Reynolds 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.10: Formation of the chevron pattem behind the cylinder ReD = 123. (a) The sheclding 
pattem just after the start of the experiment. (b) The shedding pattem approximately 10 shedding 
cycles later. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.11: Visualizations with the new endplates for ReD = 123. (a) The formation of one sicled 
vortex dislocation for non angled endplates. (b) Visualization of parallel vortex shedding at the 
end of the tuv.'ing tank using the new angled endplates. 

numbers without changing the setup. If for example control cylinders are used, their position has 
to change if the Reynolds number of the experiment is changed. The end suction technique is 
droppeel for engineering difficulties. It was not possible to angle the old large endplates at the 
required 15 degrees and the smaller and round endplates were constructed. 

In the time the new endplates were constructed a few experiments were performeel using thicker 
end cylindersas shedding controL The endcylinders are easily created by crimping some foil around 
the cylinder at both ends. The endcylinders both have a length of 15 mm and a diameter which 
is 1.5 mm thicker than the rest of the cylinder. The endcylinders improved parallel shedding over 
a longer distance. In some experiments the shedding was even parallel across the whole length of 
the tank. 

To test the performance of the new endplates the previous described experiment is repeated 
using the new angled endplates and a thicker cylinder of d = 15.0 mm. In figure 3.1lb the 
translating structure has reached the end of the tank and there is still parallel vortex shedding. 
The flow over the cylinder near the endplates is directed outwards, but this does not influence the 
shedding at the center. With the new endplates it is possible to promote parallel shedding across 
the whole length of the tank without the formation of one sicled vortex dislocations. 
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Visualizations of mode A and B 
transition 

In literature there are many studies which investigate mode A and B transition behind the cylinder. 
Both shedding modes have been visualized several times before, but with the current experimental 
setup and visualization technique described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 this hadnotbeen done before. 
In section 4.1 the results of the visualization of mode A are given and in 4.2 the results for mode 
B transition. 

4.1 Visualizations of mode A 

For the visualization of mode A and B the 3D structures behind the cylinder are visualized using 
the 3D configuration, the cylinder with d = 12.3mm and the old endplates. A single tin strip is 
used and thus only the top vortices are visualized. In figure 4.1 the mode A shedding pattem 

Figure 4.1: Visualization of the mode A transition shedding pattem, for ReD = 200. Only the 
top vortices are visualized. Area of the image is D.x I D x b.z I D = 23 x 10. 

behind the cylinder is shown for R eD = 200. In the left part of the figure the cylinder is found. 
The shedding pattem behind the cylinder becomes visible and contains 2 mode A structures. The 
spanwise wavelength of the structures is easily determined and the wavelength is approximately 
4D which agrees well with the wavelenght in figure 2.12. Just after the cylinder the primary 
vortices are straight in spanwise direction. As they travel downstream they deform slightly and 
show a small waviness form. Further downstream the waviness disappears again. In the current 
state of the shedding pattem the formation of the vortex loops is not visible. In figure D .1 another 
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visualization of mode A transition is given in which the vortex loops are clearly visible. 
As already discussed in section 2.3.1 the mode A shedding pattem may be disrupted due to 

the formation of two sicled vortex dislocations. In our experiments these dislocation also formed. 
In figure 4.2 a two sicled vortex dislocation is shown. At the spanwise posit.ion of a vortexloop 

Figure 4.2: Two sicled vortex dislocation at the spot of a mode A vortex loop, for R en = 200. 
Area of the image is D.x/ D x D. z/ D = 23 x 10. 

the primary vortex is broken. As the dislocation travels downwarcis it diverges and disrupts the 
shedding pattem over an larger area. Once two-sided vortex dislocations have disrupted the initial 
steady shedding pattem of figure 4.1 it remains somewhat unstable. This is shown in figure 4.3 
where the shedding pattem is given after vortex dislocations have already been formed before. 

Figure 4.3: Visualization of mode A transition without the presence of vortex dislocations but 
after vortex dislocations have already disrupted the shedding pattem for Ren = 200. Area. of the 
image is D.x/ D x D.z/ D = 20 x 22. 

As compared to figure 4.1 the shedding pattem seems to be more unsta.ble especially further 
downstrea.m of the cylinder. The waviness of the primary vortices develops just like in figure 
4.1, but as primary vortices travel downstrea.m the wa.viness does not disappear but increa.ses. lt 
should be noted that figure 4.3 is only an instant image. New vortex dislocations develop and 
disrupt the shedding pattem is disrupted a.ga.in. 

4.2 Visualizations of mode B 

For mode B transition to manifest itself the Reynolds number of the flow ha.s to increa.sed to a. 
value a.bove Ren = 230. With the cylinder of diameter 12.3mm, Ren,max = 250 in the current 
setup which is insuflident for pure mode B transition. For Ren = 230- 260 a. combination of 
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mode A and mode B transition is found. The shedding pattem than involves 3D structures of 
both shedding modes. 

Figure 4.4: Visualization of a combination of mode A and mode B transition, for ReD = 250. 
Area of the image is D.x/ D x D. z/ D = 23 x 13. 

In figure 4.4 the combination of mode A and B is visualized for ReD = 250. The figure clearly 
shows the presence of small scale (mode B) structures with a spanwise wavelength around 1D 
in the shedding pattem. The large scale structures, indicated by the arrows, are similar to the 
structures found in figure 4.1 for mode A shedding. The waviness of the primary vortices some 
distance bebind the cylinder also emphasizes the presence of mode A transition. 

Figure 4.5: Visualization of mode B transition for ReD = 300. Area of the image is D.x / D x 
D. z/D = 19 x 10. 

For pure mode B transition the Reynolds number has to he increased beyond ReD= 260. Forthese 
experiments the cylinder with d = 15.0mm is used in combination with the endcylinders. In figure 
4.5 the 3D transition bebind the cylinder is shown for ReD = 300. In the shedding pattem both 
the large 3D structures and the waviness of the primary vortices have disappeared in comparison 
with figure 4.4. It only contains structures with a spanwise wavelength of approximately ID. 
Although not very clear some vorticity braids linking the consecutive shed primary vortices are 
visible bebind the second primary vortex which is found 8D downstream of the cylinder. As the 
primary vortices travel downstream the flow field becomes more and more unstable which indicates 
the transition to a turbulent flow. 

For the visualization in figure 4.5 the tin sheet is introduced into the top boundary layer of 
the cylinder. If the tin sheet is introduced at a small distance over the cylinder the sheet will he 
'sucked' into the vortex street further downstream of the cylinder. For the visualization presented 
in figure 4.6 this is done for ReD = 300. 
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of mode B transition and the tin sheet is introduced some distance over 
the cylinder. The vortex shedding is oblique and ReD = 300. Area of the image is !:!.x I D x l:!. z I D = 
19 x 10. 

The very near wake of the cylinder remains tin free. The figure clearly shows the occurrence of 
oblique shedding in the wake with an angle of nearly 10 degrees. The shedding pattem still shows 
the formation of 3D structures with a spanwise wavelength of about 1D wavelength. Due to the 
appearance of oblique shedding the development of the small scale structures can be foliowed in 
time in the figure. As the tin particles are sucked into the wake they form a mushroom type of 
structure. These mushrooms conneet with a previously shed primary vortex. As they travel more 
downstream the mushroom is stretched in the braid shear layer and the vorticity braids that link 
the primary vortices become visible. 

The formation of the vorticity braids in the near wake of the cylinder is stuclied in more 
detail using the double plane configuration. In figure 4. 7 visualizations in the horizontal plane 
are given for ReD = 270 at different stages during a shedding cycle. In the experiment the two 
tin sheets were not introduced in the top and lower boundary layer of the cylinders but a little 
above the cylinder. The near wake of the cylinder shows hardly any tin particles. A little more 
downstream, parallel to the cylinder, regularly spaeed counter rotating vortices are found. The 
spanwise wavelengthof the structures is approximately 1.2D. Each shedding period two rows of 
counter rotating vortices form. From one row of vortices towards the next there seems to be a 
spanwise shift in the vortices, see figure 4. 7 d at z I D = 3. Between two rows of vortices formed 
one shedding period apart this shifting takes place two times and no netto shift is found. The 
counter rotating vortices found in 4.7(a) - (d) are also found in [Wil96b) where a single row of 
counter rotating vortices is visualized in the horizontal plane behind the cylinder at x I D = 2. 
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Figure 4.7: Visualization of mode B transition in the horizontal plane for R eD= 270. 
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Mode C transition 

In this chapter mode C transition is investigated. The investigation starts in section 5.1 with 
the influence of mode C transition on the Strouhal number. In section 5.2 the investigation is 
continued with the visualizations of mode C transition. First the 3D shedding pattem behind the 
cylinder is visualized. After this the wake of the cylinder is visualized in the vertical and horizontal 
plane. The section is ended with the combination of the 2D horizontal plane and 3D visualizations 
and with the combination of the horizontal and vertical plane visualizations. The investigation 
continues in section 5.3 with 2D velocity measurements in the wake. The measurements are 
performed in the vertical and horizontal plane. 

5.1 The influence of mode C transition on the Strouhal num
ber 

From the visualization experiments presented later in this chapter the influence of mode C tran
sition on the Strouhal number is determined. This influence is shown in figure 5.1 where the 
Strouhal number is plotted as function of Reynolds numbers. There is quite some scatter in the 
data although the figure only includes data from experiments in which the primary vortices are 
shed parallel behind the cylinder. 
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Figure 5.1: Strouhal number versus Reynoldsnumber for mode C transition in the visualization 
experiments. 

The Strouhal number of mode C transition seems to increase with Reynolds number. In the 
figure also some Strouhal numbers for mode A transition are given. Furthermore the figure contains 
a line which is given by equation (5.1). 

3.256 
St= 1.6 x 10-4ReD + 0.1816--

ReD 
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This equation is a fit of the data for 2D parallel shedding behind the cylinder [Wi189]. The equation 
is valid for ReD = 50- 180. At higher Reynolds number the 2D wake becomes 3D. The line is 
extrapolated to compare the Strouhal number for mode C transition with that for 2D parallel 
shedding. Compared to 2D parallel shedding mode C transition decreases the Strouhal number. 
The Strouhal numbers for mode A are higher than the ones for mode C. In [Zha95] a similar 
comparison of the Strouhal numbers for mode C and A is made for data obtained with numerical 
simulations. There it is also found that the Strouhal numbers for mode C transition are lower. 

5.2 Visualization of mode C transition 

5.2.1 Visualizations of 3D structures in the cylinder wake 

The visualization of the shedding pattem of mode C transition is started using the 3D configura
tion. For this the old endplates, the cylinder with d = 12.3 mm and endcylinders are used. The 
control wire is placed behind the cylinder and visualizations are made using a single tin strip, 
which results in a clear visualization of the top vortices. 

Figure 5.2: Visualization of mode C transition in which the tin sheet is introduced some distance 
above the cylinder for ReD = 250. Area of the image is D.xj D x D.z/ D = 19 x 10. 

In figure 5.2 the shedding pattem is given for ReD= 250 in which next to the primary vortices 
secondary structures appear. In the experiment the tin sheet is introduced a little distance over 
the cylinder and thus the near wake remains tin free. The tin particles are 'sucked' into the wake 
a little downstream of the cylinder and a row of mushrooms becomes visible. The mushrooms ap
pear behind the cylinder with a spanwise wavelength of approximately 1. 7D. The mushrooms are 
connected towards the previously shed primary top vortex. Further downstream of the cylinder 
the musbroom structures have disappeared. Behind a primary vortex still the conneetion lines 
remain visible. The shedding pattem behind the cylinder is similar to the one presented in figure 
2.18, which also shows musbroom structures in the wake and conneetion lines further downstream. 

In figure 5.3 the mode C shedding pattem behind the cylinder is visualized for ReD = 220. 
However the tin sheet is introduced at a lower position, into the top boundary layer of the cylinder. 
Now also in the near wake of the cylinder 3D structures become visible and also the lower shed 
primary vortices are weakly visible. The average spanwise wavelength of the 3D structures is again 
1.7D. 

In the near wake of the cylinder again a musbroom shape structure appears. The mushrooms 
are connected to a previously shed primary top vortex. The spanwise distance between the con
neetion lines is approximately constant and half the spanwise wavelength of the 3D structures. 
The upper shed primary vortices are not completely straight but have a wavy form. Further 
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Figure 5.3: Visualization of mode C transition for ReD = 220. Area of the image is ll.x/ D x 
fl.z / D = 19 x 10. 

downstream the conneetion lines remain visible. They start at the back of a primary vortex and 
stop behind the lower shed primary vortex. Due to the circulation of the top vortex the lines seem 
to rotate around the primary vortex and even more downstream part of line rotates to a position 
upstream of the primary vortex. 

In figure D.2 a visualization of mode C transition is again given for ReD = 220. Although the 
figure does not give a clear visualization of the near wake of the cylinder, it shows the appearance 
of the vorticity braids ( conneetion lines) behind the primary vortices further downstreamof the 
cylinder. Their spanwise distance also seems to be constant and again part of the lines rotate to 
a position upstream of the primary vortex further downstreamof the cylinder. 

Figure 5.4: Visualization of mode C transition for ReD = 220. Tin is introduced in the lower 
boundary layer. Area of the image is fl.xj D x fl. z/ D = 19 x 10. 

In figure 5.4 another visualization of the shedding pattem is given for ReD = 220. In this 
experiment the tin sheet is introduced in the lower boundary layer of the cylinder. Now the lower 
primary vortices are clearly visualized. They do not show the spanwise wavyness observed for 
upper shed vortices. In this case the musbroom structures appear at the other side of the primary 
vortex. The conneetion lines which originate from the mushrooms conneet with a previously shed 
upper vortex. A comparison of the visualizations for the upper and the lower vortices shows that 
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the preserree of the control wire causes an asymrnetry in the resulting shedding pattern. The 3D 
structures which appear at an upper shed primary vortex differs from the ones at a lower shed 
vortex. 

5.2.2 Visualizations of the cylinder wake in the vertical plane 

After the visualization of the complete 3D structures in the cylinder wake from above the towing 
tank is setup in the double plane configuration to investigate the structures in the vertical and 
horizontal plane. First the results of the vertical plane investigation are given. The vertical sheet 
has to be positioned as much to the center as possible to avoid the influence of the outward directed 
flow near the endplates, visible in figure 3.1lb. To get a good impression of the changes in the 
vortex street behind the cylinder the camera is setup to record a large area up to x = 25 cm 
behind the cylinder. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5 .. 5: (a) Side view of the vortex st.reet for R eD = 230, before 3D structures have developed 
in the shedding pat tem. (b) The vortex street half a shedding period later. Area of the images is 
D..x/D x D..y / D = 18 x 7. 

In figure 5.5a the initial vortex street behind the cylinder is given for ReD = 230, before the 
development of 3D structures. During the initial shedding the flow is still 2D. In figure 5.5b the 
vortex street is given half a shedding period later. The bright white spot in the center of the figure 
is a reflection which appeared over part of the towing tank in the current camera position. The 
vortex street behind the cylinder is very similar to the normal von Kármán vortex street, without 
the control wire. There are still a few small differences. The vortices are more or less circular in 
shape, but both the upper as the lower vortices seem to have a small downwarcis deflection. 

A comparison of both figures shows that a lower shed vortex is positioned further from the 
cylinder than a upper shed vortex half a shedding period later. This indicates a relative movement 
between an upper shed vortex and a previously shed lower vortex and the formation of pairs of 
primary vortices downstream of the cylinder. In [Zha95] this pairing of lower with upper shed 
vortices is also found. 

Figure 5.6a shows the vortex street a little later in the experiment after the development 
of the 3D structures in the shedding pattern. In figure 5.6b the vortex street is again given half 
a shedding period later. With the formation of the 3D structures in the shedding pattem the 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.6: (a) Side view of the vortex street for ReD = 230, after 3D structures have developed 
in the shedding pattern. (b) The vortex street half shedding period later. Area of the image is 
b..x/D x b..y/D = 18 x 7. 

primary vortices behind the cylinder differ from the 2D ones in figure 5.5 but also differ from 
each other. More about the different shapes of the vortices is given in section 5.2.4. The relative 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.7: (a) Visualization of the vortex street after the development of 3D structures, for 
ReD = 190. (b) The formation of a rising structure in the vortex street, for ReD = 230. Area of 
the images is b..y/ D x b..z/ D = 18 x 7. 
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movement between the primary vortices is still present. A lower shed vortex is positioned further 
from the cylinder than a upper shed vortex half a shedding period later. Also in this figure the 
vortex street seems to show a downwarcis deflection. 

In figure 5. 7a the vortex street bebind the cylinder is given for ReD = 190, after the devel
opment of the 3D structures. In this figure the relative movement and the formation of pairs of 
upper and lower shed vortices is even more clear. 

In figure 5. 7b the vortex street is given in which a rising structure is visible. An up per shed 
primary vortex has split and bath parts move downstream as indicated with the arrows. One part 
of the vortex farms the rising structure which moves in upward direction. The other part of the 
vortex moves downstream in a downward direction. In the experiments the formation of the rising 
structure has been observed several times but nat in all experiments. In the experiments in which 
the height of the tin sheets hardly fluctuates no observation of the rising structures are made. So 
the development of the rising structure may be the result of the background motion. 

5.2.3 Visualizations of the cylinder wake in the horizontal plane 

Now results of the visualization of the cylinder wake in the horizontal plane are given. The camera 
is positioned above the plane and records an area of 17 x 17 cm bebind the cylinder of which at 
least 10 cm bebind the cylinder is lighted by the laser. 
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Figure 5.8: Visualization of the vortkal structures in horizontal plane for R eD = 230. (b) The 
st ructures half a shedding period later. 

In figure 5.8 two visualizations of the horizontal plane bebind the cylinder are given half shedding 
period apart from each other for ReD= 230. In the left part of the images the cylinder is found 
on which some of the fluorescent paint lights up due to reflection of laser light. In the near wake 
of the cylinder lies the vortex formation region. In figure 5.8a this region shows a small waviness 
which seems to be induced by the first row of small and relative weak counter rotating vortices 
which occur closely bebind a previously shed primary vortex at x/ D = 3. The counter rotating 
vortices form vortex pairs and the spanwise distance between the vortex pairs is constant. The 
vortex pairs did not always develop. Sametimes only one of the vortices in the pair was formed. 
Further downstream another row of counter rotating vortices is found bebind the primary vortex 
at x/ D = 5. The spanwise distance between these vortices is more or less constant. In the right 
part of the image at x/ D = 6.5 a row of white spots formed by counter rotating vortices is visible. 
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At this position the upper and lower shed primary vortices are hardly visible in any more. They 
diverge toa position above or below the laser sheet. 

Half a shedding period later in figure 5.8b the vortex pairs have traveled more downstreamof 
the cylindertoa position near x/ D = 5. The primary vortex where they are positioned behind has 
gained a wavy shape. The vortex pairs do not remain parallel to the cylinder but follow this wavy 
pattem of the primary vortex. Behind the cylinder a new primary vortex has formed present at 
x/ D = 3. Again a set of counter rotating vortices becomes visible behind the primary vortex. The 
spanwise distance between the counter rotating vortices is nearly constant. These vortices seem 
to be much stronger compared to the vortices in the vortex pairs in figure 5.8a. Also the wavyness 
induced in the vortex formation region appears to be greater. In the right of the figure again 
only a few white spots remain visible representing the position of the counter rotating vortices 
previously found behind the primary vortex at x/ D = 5. As they travel downstream these move a 
little in spanwise direction. The average spanwise wavelength of the structures in figure 5.8a and 
bis approximately 2.3D. 
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Figure 5.9: Visualization of the vortical structures in horizontal plane for R eD = 200. 

In figure 5.9 the shedding pattem is given fora lower Reynolds number, ReD = 200. The shedding 
pattem is quite similar to the one in figure 5.8b. The structures have an average wavelength of 
also approximately 2.3D and the near wake of the cylinder again shows the small waviness of 
the vortex formation region. The vortices behind the first primary vortex at x/ D = 3 are again 
positioned with a constant spanwise distance. The vortex pairs behind the second primary vortex 
are less clear and seem to be very weak in comparison to the ones in figure 5.8. 

5.2.4 Combination of the visualizations 

Combination of the 3D visualizations and the visualizations in the horizontal plane. 

In this section the formation of the secondary vortices in the cylinder wake is studied in more 
detail. This is done by analyzing the near wake of the cylinder in an area of .0.z x .0.x = 4D x 6D 
during one shedding period. For the analysis both the 3D visualizations and 2D visualizations 
in the horizontal plane are used. In figure 5.10 the area of interest is given at a similar stage of 
vortex shedding for the 3D visualization and the visualization of the horizontal plane. Between 
the experiments there is a small difference in Reynolds number, ReD = 220 for the 3D visual
izations and ReD = 230 for the visualizations in the horizontal plane. There is also a difference 
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(a) t / T = 0 (b) t / T = 1 

(c) t / T = 0 (d)t/T=l 

Figure 5.10: Combination of the 3D visualizations and the 2D visualizations in the horizontal 
plane, for Ren = 220 (3D) and Ren = 230 (2D). Area of the image is D..x / D x D..z / D = 6 x 4. 

in the spanwise wavelength of the 3D structures so the visualizations of bath experiments do not 
completely coincide. The lines A and B represent the same spanwise position inside of the 3D 
structures in bath experiments. In the 3D visualizations now also very thin lines are visible which 
start at a previously shed upper primary vortex and conneet towards a lower shed vortex. 

A comparison ofthe visualizations fort= 0 and t/T = 1 in figure 5.10 bath show an interesting 
feature. In bath experiments at t/T = 1 the wake behind the cylinder is exactly the same as for 
t/T = 0, but with a shift in spanwise position of the structures. The structures which appear at 
line A at t/T = 0 appear at line B at t/T = 1 and visa versa. At t/T = 2 the structure will 
shift back again towards the original situation of t/T = 0. So effectively the shedding period has 
become two shedding cycles. This feature is called period doubling. 

The vortex shedding is given for t/T = 0- 3/7 in figure D.3 and for t/T = 4/7- 1 in figure 
DA. Betweent = 0 and t = 1/7 the primary upper vortex travels downstreamof the cylinder and 
the vortex pairs which appear behind the vortex become visible. The formation of the relative 
strong counter rotating vortices takes place between t = 2/7- 4/7. The vortices start to develop 
in a region a little above and a little below line B in the very near wake of the cylinder around 
x/ D = 1. The circulation of these vortices is opposite of the ones inside of the vortex pair formed 
earlier at bath sicles of line B. 

At t = 3/7 the counter rotating vortices in the 2D visualization have left the very near wake 
and are found at x/ D = 1.5. The wavy shape of the near wake seems to he induced by the counter 
rotating vortices. During the formation the vorticity braids become more and more visible in the 
3D visualizations as they enclose more and more tin particles. At t = 5/7 the CRV leave the near 
wake of the cylinder and travel downstreamof the cylinder. Fort= 6/7- 1 the wavyness of the 
near wake of the cylinder disappears and at t = 1 the starting situation is found again with the 
spanwise shift from A to B and visa versa. 
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Figure 5.11: Shape of the primary upper vortex at xj D = 4.5 for different spanwise locations of 
the verticallaser sheet (e), for Rev = 230. 

Combination of the visualizations in the horizontal and vertical plane. 

At a certain spanwise position the shape of the primary vortices changes each shedding period 
as a result of the spanwise shift of the shedding pattern. In figure 5.11 the shape of the primary 
upper vortices at xj D = 4.5 is given for different spanwise positions of the laser sheet in the 3D 
structures. The spanwise positions are given as lines A, B and C in figure 5.1le. In figure 5.11a 
the shape of the upper vortex is given before the development of the 3D shedding pattem in the 
wake and the shedding is still 2D. The nice round shape of figure 5.lla has disappeared in figure 
5.1lb and the braid directly connects to the left side of the vortex. In figure 5.1lc the vortex is 
positioned a little higher and is more vertically orientated than along line A. In figure 5.1ld, the 
shape of the vortex is similar to figure 5.1lb but now the left side of the vortex seems to he open. 

The same analysis is done for the shape of the lower shed vortices. In figure 5.12a the shape 
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(a) 2D vortex shedding (b) laser sheet at line D 

(d) Spanwise positions in the 2D horizontal plane 
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Figure 5.12: Shape of the lower vortex at x/ D = 4.5 for different spanwise locations of the vertical 
laser sheet (d), for ReD= 230. 

of the primary vortex at xj D = 4.5 is given for the 2D case, befare the development of the 3D 
structures. In 5.12d the different spanwise positions of the vertical sheet are given. The width of 
the vortex pairs is relative small compared to the thickness of the laser sheet. Thus it is nearly 
impossible to cut through the center of the vortex pair without going through one of the vortices. 
The fact that the vortex pair also angles with the wavy pattem of the primary vortex makes it 
even more difficult and thus only two shapes are found for the lower shed vortices. 

In figure 5.12b and c the shape of the primary vortex along line D respectively E are given. 
As compared to the 2D case the vortex along line D seems to be squeezed, but still it has a round 
farm and is orientated at nearly the same angle. The shape of the vortex along line E is not 
elliptic, but almast completely round. Again the conneetion with the braid takes place at the left 
side of the vortex. Behind the primary vortex a taillike structure is found which is formed by an 
intersection of one of the vortices of the vortex pair. 

Also for ReD = 190 the differences in the shape of the primary vortices is analysed. In figure 
5.9 it was already found that the vortices in the vortex pairs which develop behind the lower 
primary vortices for ReD = 200 are very weak. lt appeared that for ReD = 190 the vortex pairs 
developed even less. As a result during the experiment only a single shape is found for the lower 
shed vortices which is given in 5.13a. This shape is very similar to the one in figure 5.12b for 
ReD = 230, where the laser sheet is positioned in between the vortex pairs. In figure 5.13b the 
laser sheet is positioned in the structures as along lineA in figure 5.1ld and figure 5.13c as along 
line B. The shape of these primary vortices corresponds with the ones in figure 5.1lb and c along 
the same lines. 
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Figure 5.13: Shape of the primary vortices at xj D = 4.5 for different spanwise locations of the 
verticallaser sheet, for ReD = 190. 

5.3 Velocity measurements 

To investigate the formation of the 3D structures in the near wake of the cylinder in more detail 
experiments are performed todetermine the 2D velocity fields bebind the cylinder. The experiment 
is setup as in the double plane configuration still the measurements of the vertical and horizontal 
plane were performed separately. With the notch filter in front of camera CCD2 the quality of 
the recorded images of the vertical plane proved to be too low for the postprocessing. This filter 
can only be left out if a single plane is investigated in an experiment. Furthermore in the area 
recorded with camera CCD1 the verticallaser sheet is not present and the coupling of the results 
of the velocity measurements has to be clone differently. 

5.3.1 Velocity measurements in the vertical plane 

With the velocity measurements in the vertical plane the primary vortices are investigated in more 
detail. The camera is focused on an area of approximately 12 x 10 cm. With the postprocessing 
a velocity field with 63 x 63 veetors is created. In figure 5.14 a PIV image file is given which 
is used as input for the PIV postprocessing. The figure shows yet another problem. This is the 
visibility of the cylinder in a large part of the image. The preserree of the cylinder influences the 
postprocessing and probably results in wrong correlations. This means the vector field created 
by the postprocessing in the region where the cylinder is visible is not correct and is left out. 

Figure 5.14: Image used for the PIV postprocessing. Area of the image is roughly .6.x x .6.z = 
12 x lOcm 
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Figure 5.15: Veetor plots of the vertical plane for ReD = 230. (a) Seen in a frame moving along 
with the cylinder. (b) Seen in a stationary frame, obtained by substraction of U0 • 
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Figure 5.16: Shape of the spanwise vortices at different spanwise positions in the structures visu
alized with vorticity level lwz I = 1, for Red = 230. Inner vorticity levels are lwz I = 2, 3, 4. 

U nfortunately this means that the part of the image in which the vort ex shedding occurs is left 
out. Only the results further downstreamof the cylinder are given (x/ D > 2.5). 

In figure 5.15a a vector plot is given after postprocessing of the PIV data. The vector plot is 
given in a frame which moves along with the cylinder, so the veloeities are relative to the cylinder. 
The primary vortices become visible after substraction of U0 in figure 5.15b. In this case the frame 
of the vector plot is at a stationary position. An upper shed vortex is positioned near xj D = 6 
and a lower shed vortex near x j D = 3. From the vector plots with corresponding velocity fields in 
x and y direction the vorticity in spanwise direction is obtained using Wz = g~ - ~~. The vorticity 
inside of an upper shed vortex is negative and in a lower one positive vorticity is found. 

In figure 5.16a and b the vorticity plots for two differently shaped upper vortices is given 
when they are positioned around xj D = 4.5. With the help of the shape of the vorticity contours 
it is possible to couple them with the visualizations in figure 5.11. In this way they are also 
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Figure 5.17: Shape of the spanwise vortiees at different spanwise positions in the structures visu
alized with vorticity level lwz I = 1, for Red = 190. Inner vorticity levels are lwz I = 2, 3. 

coupled to the spanwise position in the 3D structures. Figure 5.16a seems to correspond with the 
visualization in 5.11b and figure 5.16b to 5.1lc. In figure 5.16c and d the vorticity contours of 
the lower shed vortices are given which correspond with figure 5.12d and e. In [Gre93] vorticity 
measurements are done in the wake of a cylinder for xj D = 0.5 - 4.5 and Rev = 226. In the 
measurements comparable vorticity levels are found and also the size of the vortices determined 
by the contour levels does not differ significantly. 

Calculation of the strengthor circalation of the primary vortices, r =JA WzdA gives another 
indication of the differences between the upper and lower shed vortices. The calculated circalation 
for the vortices in figure 5.16a, b, c and d are Ir! = 2.5, 2.7, 3.2 and 2.9 respectively. Soit seems 
that the upper vortices are a bit weaker than the lower shed ones. But for a proper determination 
more experiments are needed. 

At the same position behind the cylinder the normalized vorticity contours for Rev = 190 
are given. In the measurement two distinctive shape of the contours are found which are shown 
in figure 5.17a and b which correspond with figure 5.13b and c. In figure 5.17c the plot of the 
lower shed vortices is given which resembles with figure 5.13a. The calculated circalation for the 
vortices in figure 5.17a, b and c are Ir! = 2.6, 2. 7 and 3.0 respectively. Also for Red = 190 the 
upper shed vortices seem to be weaker than the lower shed ones. The calculated valnes agree well 
with the data for Rev = 230. 

5.4 Velocity measurements in the horizontal plane 

For the velocity measurements in the horizontal plane camera CCD 1 is focused on an area of 
80 x 80 mm in which still a small part of the cylinder is visible. During the postprocessing 
the cylinder part is cropped out of the images. In figure 5.18a a vector plot is given after the 
postprocessing of the experimental data for Rev = 190. The figure shows the occurrence of the 
row of secondary counter rotating vortices (CRV) at xj D = 1.5 behind the cylinder. In figure 5.18b 
the corresponding normalized vorticity field is given. In the figure vorticity blobs lie in a regular row 
at x/ D = 1.75 corresponding with the positions of the vortices in the vectorplot. In between two 
blobs of negative vorticity a blob with positive vorticity is found. The spanwise distance between 
blobs of equal signed vorticity is approximately 2D. Qualitatively the measurements agree well 
with the measurements of [Bre96] given in figure 2.17. Both measurements show the formation of 
secondary vortices in the wake. Also the valnes of the vorticity are very similar. 

In figure E.1 the vorticity plots behind the cylinder are given at different stages in a shedding 
period. At each time also the normalizeel streamwise velocity profile as a function of time is given 
in figure E.2. Note that t = 0 does not correspond with t = 0 in figure D.3 and D.4. At t = 0, 
the flow field can roughly be divided into a region of backward flow (0.5 < xjD < 1.5) and a 
region of forward flow (1.5 < xj D). Very close to the cylinder two sets of CRV are being formed 
at approximately z/ D = 2 and 4. At this position the formation really takes place in pairs behind 
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Figure 5.18: Velocity measurement in the horizontal plane at y = 0 for ReD = 190. (a) Vector 
plot of the velocity field. (b) The corresponding normalized vorticity field wy. Vorticity levels are 
lwz I = 1, 2, 3. The solid lines indicate positive vorticity and dashed lines negative vorticity. 

the cylinder. At the center of the pairs a smal! region with positive velocity is found. 
In tjT = 0- 2/5 the CRV grow in size and strengthandleave the near wake of the cylinder 

and are found in a regular row parallel to the cylinder. During this time a fast speed streak with 
positive velocity is found at the center of the CRV, zj D = 2 and 4. This streak is already visible 
for t = 0 as the small region with positive velocity at the cylinder and increases in size and velocity 
and at t = 2/5 it reaches the region offorward flow. In the meanwhile the boundary between the 
regions of backward and forward flow has moved downstream and is positioned at x/ D = 1. 75 
at t = 2/5 and is found parallel to the cylinder. The fast speed streak in combination with this 
parallel boundary between backward and forward flow leads the development of inflection points 
at both sicles of the streak which induces the vorticity in y-direction. 

In the near wake the flow is now directed towards the cylinder, but still at z/ D = 2 and 4 
the backward facing velocity is less. This results in the formation of new sets of vorticity blobs at 
z/ D = 2 and 4 in which the vorticity is of the same sign as in the previously formed CRV. For 
tjT = 3/5-4/5 these CRV travel further downstream inside of the region with forward flow. The 
boundary between forward and backward flow moves more towards the cylinder and is positioned 
closerat xj D = 1.25 for tjT = 3/5 and xj D = 1.5 for tjT = 4/5. At the cylinder at z/ D = 2 
and 4 again a smal! region of positive streamwise velocity found. 

The situation at tjT = 1 is similar to the one at tjT = 0 except with a spanwise shift in 
the position of the CRV. The new sets of CRV start to format zj D = 1.25 and 3.25. The wavy 
form of the boundary has disappeared and at the cylinder new spots of positive velocity are found 
which indicate the formation of a high speed streak. 

In figure 5.19 a vector plot and the corresponding plot of the normalized vorticity is given for 
ReD = 230. Both the figures are similar to figure 5.18. In both figures the row of CRV is found at 
xj D = 1.5. If both the vorticity plots are compared it seems that for ReD = 230 slightly stronger 
CRV are formed. With the help of the position of the CRV it is possible to couple figure 5.19 
with the visualizations in figure D.3 and D.4. It follows that the vorticity plot of figure 5.19b 
corresponds with figure D.3g where tjT = 3/7. 

In figure E.3 and E.4 the normalized vorticity and streamwise velocity profiles plots are given 
for different stages in the shedding cycle. The time levels in the figure correspond with the time 
levels in figures D.3 and D.4. Part of the experiment is influenced by the presence of an air bubble 
at the water surface. At t = 7/7 the bubble is positioned at xj D = 2 and z/ D = 1 and has a 
diameter of approximately 1.5 D. This causes the difference in the velocity profile at this position 
with the profile near zj D = 4. For ReD = 230 the formation of the CRV is also accompanied 
with the occurrence of a fast speed streak at the cylinder. Furthermore the boundary between the 
region of backward and forward flow also shows the wavy shape in the shedding cycle. 
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Figure 5.19: Velocity measurement in the horizontal plane at y = 0 for ReD = 230. (a) Vector 
plot of the velocity field. (b) The corresponding normalized vorticity field wy. Vorticity levels are 
lwz I = 1, 2, 3, 4. The solid lines indicate positive vorticity and dashed lines negative vorticity. 

In part of the cycle a blob of vorticity of opposite sign is found downstream of the CRV. If the 
primary vortices are still present in the laser sheet, for example as in figure D.4d, the circulation 
in the primary vortices induce a relative backward flow in the laser sheet at lineA, towards the 
CRV. In between the CRV the fluid due to the circulation of the CRV is rotated upstream along 
line A and meets with the relative backflow induced by the primary vortex. The backward flow 
will bend in spanwise direction and this induces the formation of vorticity in y-direction. 

The strength of 5 vortices is followed as function of the x-coordinate in figure 5.20. In figure 
5.20a the absolute vorticity extreme in the vortices is given as function of the position. The 
position of a vortex is represented by the position of the vorticity extreme. In the figure also a 
fit is given which indicates the average behavior of the extreme. The vorticity extreme reaches 
its maximum value at xj D = 2 and than gradually deercases again. In figure 5.20b the absolute 
strengthof the vortices, r = I JA w2 dAI is followed. In the domain the circulation of the vortices 
increases as nmction of position till approximately xj D = 1.5 and than remains more or less 
constant. 
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Figure 5.20: The strength of the secondary vortices as function of x-position: (a) the absolute 
value of the vorticity extreme. (b) the normalized circulation. 
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Chapter 6 

Discussion and conclusions 

In this chapter the mode C experimental results will be discussed. First the usage of the new 
endplates and its consequences is dealt with. Than the influence of the control wire on the vortex 
shedding is treated. The discussion continues with the period doubling phenomenon and finally a 
brief comparison between mode C and mode E transition is made. In section 6.2 the conclusions 
of the analysis of mode C transition will be given foliowed by a few recommendations for further 
research. 

6.1 Discussion of the experimental results 

The new endplates 
The introduetion of the new endplates seemed to be a good idea at first. With the new endplates 
the vortices shed parallel to the cylinder and also the formation of dislocations near the endplates 
is avoided. However with the new endplates it is difficult to visualize the vortex shedding at the 
cylinder. The camera has to be placed at an angle and a wide angle lens is used tolook 'around' 
the endplates. Still the endplates were visible in the images. With smaller endplates visualization 
of the vortex shedding may be improved, but it should be made sure that these smaller endplates 
also promote parallel shedding. 

With the scheimflug it was possible to get rid of the endplates in the images for the 2D velocity 
measurements. In these images a large part of the cylinder is visible which causes problems in 
the postprocessing, figure 6.la. The quality of the images near the cylinder has to be improved. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6.1: Results of the usage of the background filter. (a) The original image. (b) The filtered 
image. 
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One possible solution is the substraction of the average of a large number of images. This should 
lead to the disappearance of the cylinder part in the image. Another possibility is the usage of a 
background filter. An example of such a filter is the fminmaxsub filter described in [Pla04]. For 
the image in figure 6.1a the background filter is used and the result is given in 6.1b where the 
cylinder has almost completely disappeared. 

The influence of the control wire on the vortex shedding 
In our experiments the influence of the control wire on the wake phenomena bebind the cylin
der could not be determined. The results of the velocity measurements could only be used for 
xl D > 2.5 and in the visualizations the endplates blocked the view of the cylinder. 

Further downstream the changes in the primary vortices could be determined. In the visual
izations of the vertical plane a relative motion between the upper shed vortices and lower shed 
vortices was observed, figures 5.5- 5.7. In [KieOO] also a relative movement was observed between 
the upper and lower shed vortices in the wake of a heated cylinder for ReD = 75 and RiD = 1. 
With the help of a point vortex simulation the relative movement of the primary vortices could 
be explained. In the simulation the upper vortices are stronger than the lower ones which is con
sistent with their measurements and 2D numerical calculations. In the simulations the resulting 
streamwise velocity of the lower point vortices is less than the one of the upper vortices. 

In our experiments the upper shed vortices have a lower streamwise velocity. With the obser
vations in [KieOO] this may be related to a difference in strength, with the lower vortices being 
stronger than the upper ones. Also the calculated circulations of the primary vortices in section 
5.3.1 suggest that the upper shed vortices are weaker. Placing a single control wire thus seems to 
result in strength differences between upper and lower shed primary vortices. 

In [Str90] the influence of placement of a control cylinder in the near wake of cylinder is dis
cussed for Reynolds numbers of 50 - 90. In this range it is possible to suppress vortex shedding. 
A properly placed control cylinder weakens the shear layer by spreading the velocity gradient over 
a large distance and diffuses vorticity. This affects the formation of coherent vortical structures 
bebind the cylinder. If the circulation in the structures is reduced below some threshold value the 
mutual attraction between the opposing shear layers will be too weak to form the vortex roll up 
and vortex shedding is prevented. 

In our experiments the control wire is placed at x I D = 0. 75 and y I D = 0. 75 and the placing of 
the wire clearly did not result in the suppression of vortex shedding. As was already remarked in 
section 2.2.2 it is the circulation of the coherent vorticity blob which draws the shear layer of the 
opposite side across the symmetry axis [Gre93]. If the circulation in the lower vorticity blobs is 
higher, than the upper shear layer should be drawn further across the symmetry axis than the lower 
one. If the velocity in a point in the near wake of the cylinder in y-direction would be foliowed this 
would mean that during one shedding period the average flow is directed downwards. Although in 
our experiments no observations are made on the distance the shear layers are drawn across the 
symmetry axis, the mechanism might explain the downwards deflection observed in figures 5.5, 5.6. 

Period doubling 
An interesting feature which occurs in the experiments on mode C transition is the doubling of the 
shedding period. In all our experiments on mode C transition, ReD= 190-250, this is observed. 
Furthermore in all our experiments secondary vortices (although sometimes very weak) develop 
in the shedding pattern. In [Zha95] it is found that mode C is periodic for 170 < ReD < 200 and 
quasiperiadie for 200 < ReD < 270, which does not correspond with our current results. For a 
better comparison experiments should be performed at ReD = 170-190. It is possible that in our 
experiments small instahilities inthetank lower the critica! value of ReD = 200 below ReD= 190 
and that we might find the periodic solution for lower Reynolds numbers. 

In the Floquet stability analysis of [Bar96] a graph of the dominant Floquet mulipliers, IJL I, as a 
function of spanwise wave number, /3, is given for different Reynolds numbers including ReD = 220, 
figure 6.2. 
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l.ai 

/1 

Figure 6.2: Dominant Floquet multipliers a..c; a funetion of spanwise wavenumber /3 at different 
Reynolds numbers [Bar96]. Filled circles indicate real, positive multipliers; hollow circles indicate 
complex-conjugate pair multipliers. 

For this Reynolds number it is found that the flow is only unstable, IJL! > 1, for /3 ~ 1.8, with 
/3 = 2n Dj À and À the spanwise wavelength of the disturbance. For disturbances with a smaller 
wavelength the flow is stabie (IJL! < 1). For 3 < /3 < 8 the Floquet multiplier is complex with a 
small peak at /3 = 3.5 which corresponds with À= 1.8D. From Floquet stability analyses behind 
other geometries, square cylinders [Rob99] or ring cylinders [She05], it is known that complex 
Floquet multipliers result in a 2T periodic behavior and a breaking of the symmetry in the wake 
of the cylinder if the disturbance of the specific wavelength is subjected to the base flow. 

In our experiments on mode C transition the 3D structures appeared in the wake of the cylin
der with À ~ 2D. This does not lead to an explanation for the occurrence of structures with 
the specific wavelengths. It does indicate however that structures with a spanwise wavelength of 
2 cylinder diameter show period doubling and the observed asymmetry in the wake for ReD = 220. 

Comparison of mode C transition with mode E 
In the experiments on mode C transition a number of features have been observed which are also 
found for mode E transition in [Ren05]. In the present investigation the spanwise wavelengthof 
the structures in shedding pattem for mode C transition is approximately 2D, which corresponds 
with the observations for mode E transition, [Ren05]. 

Both modes seem to be the result of an asymmetrie forcing of the flow. For mode C this is 
the thin wire placed in the upper half of the wake and for mode E the heating of the cylinder and 
the resulting upward buoyancy force of the heated fluid. In both cases this results in asymmetrie 
solution and a difference in strength of the upper and lower shed vortices and a relative movement 
between them. However in [Zha95] mode C transition is also found for symmetrical forcing of 
the flow. In their numerical simulations mode C transition also appears if two control wires are 
placed symmetrical behind the cylinder or if the cylinder oscillates transversally. They conclude 
that mode C transition is not intimately connected with the asymmetrie excitation. 

In both modes the secondary structures involve the formation of CRV in the very nearwake of 
the cylinder, figure 2.20, figure E.1 and E.2. The formation of the CRV behind the cylinder is in 
both cases accompanied with a streak of high positive velocity at the center of the CRV. Based 
on the vorticity levels in the figures, it is concluded that there is a difference in strength between 
the CRV of mode C and mode E. This difference in strength comes not as a surprise and may 
be related to the Reynolds number at which the transition takes place. For mode E this is at 
ReD = 85 and the measurements of mode C in figure E.1 and E.2 are carried out at ReD= 190. 

In the wake of the cylinder for mode E transition an escaping structure is observed. In the 
vertical plane measurements of mode C transition also a number of observations were made in 
which a rising structure was found, figure 5. 7b. These observations could be linked with the 
background motion in the tank. In experiments with hardly any fluctuations in the tin sheet and 
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thus very little background motion no rising structure was found. It should be noted however that 
the escaping structure for mode E transition was mainly observed in the far wake of the cylinder. 
In the current investigation no measurements were made in the far wake. 

In [Ren05] it is found that mode E transition is triggered by a baroclinic instability in the 
flow. For mode C transition no physical explanation is found in literature or is given in the 
present investigation. Clearly it is impossible for mode C transition to be the result of a baroclinic 
instability. 

Another clear difference is the occurrence of period doubling for mode C transition, which is 
not found for mode E. So it seems that the similar spanwise wavelength of the 3D structures is 
accidentally and that, although they have a number of features in common, no clear relation is 
found. 

6.2 Conclusions and recommendations 

The flow behind a circular cylinder has been investigated for ReD = 180- 300 in the transition 
regime. In the investigation parallel vortex shedding behind the cylinder is promoted using inward 
angled endplates. The 3D shedding pattem is visualized for mode A and mode B transition using 
a tin precipitation technique. For mode B also a visualization is made of the 3D structures in the 
horizontal plane at y = 0. 

By placing a small control wire parallel to the cylinder at x I D = 0. 75 and y I D = 0. 75 the 
shedding pattem behind the cylinder was changed and mode C transition appeared in the wake. 
The 3D shedding pattem is visualized for different Reynolds numbers and different introduetion 
heights of the tin sheet at the cylinder. The results show an asymmetry in the shedding pattem 
between the secondary structures at the wavy upper and straight lower shed vortices. Each shed
ding cycle in the shedding pattem a spanwise shift of half the wavelength of the 3D structures 
takes place. The shedding period contains two shedding cycles and is doubled. 

In the visualizations of the 3D structures in the horizontal plane at y = 0 the doubling of the 
shedding period and spanwise shift also appeared. Behind a lower shed vortex regularly spaeed 
CRV develop. Behind the wavy upper shed vortices also CRV develop but these seem to be much 
weaker and are found in pairs. The spanwise position of the pairs is in between two CRV from 
the previously shed lower vortex. 

In the visualizations of the vertical plane, before the development of the 3D shedding pat tem, 
the vortex street shows a small downwarcis deflection and a relative movement between the upper 
and lower shed vortices. After the development of the 3D shedding pattem the shape of the pri
mary vortices changed and was much more elliptic. The relative movement is still observed. U sing 
the double plane configuration it was found that the shape of the primary vortices at xl D = 4.5 
differs for different spanwise positions in the shedding pattem. 

From the velocity measurements in the vertical plane the strength of the primary vortices was 
determined at x I D = 4.5. At this position the strength of the up per shed vortices was less than 
the strength of the lower shed vortices. This explained the observed relative movement between 
the upper and lower vortices. 

In the velocity measurements in the horizontal plane at y = 0 the CRV observed in the vi
sualizations are also found. The formation of the CRV found behind a lower shed vortex starts 
in the very near wake of the cylinder. Their formation process is accompanied with a streak of 
high positive velocity at the center of the CRV. The strengthof the CRV increases as function of 
x-position until xl D = 1.5. More downstream the strength remains more or less constant. The 
absolute vorticity extreme inside of the CRV increases only until x I D = 2 after which the extreme 
gradually lowers. 

In the analysis of mode C transition no physical explanation for mode C transition is given. 
There are still a few open questions which have to be answered. The direct influence of the con
trol wire on the vortex shedding and the differences with normal 2D vortex shedding have to be 
determined. This can be done by redoing the PIV postprocessing after applying the background 
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filter on the input images. 
In [Zha95] the eventual changes in the shedding pattem behind the cylinder are not discussed 

for two symmetrically placed control wires behind the cylinder instead of one. It is only stated 
that structures with a spanwise wavelength of 2.2D develop. If the experiments are repeated with 
two control wires the asymmetry in the disturbance disappears. This probably means that the 
upper and lower shear layer will be thickened equally. This would lead to the disappearance of the 
strength differences between the upper and lower shed vortices and perhaps also to the asymmetry 
in the shedding pattem. 

Velocity measurements in the vertical plane parallel to the cylinder at x/ D = 1 would probably 
also lead to a better understanding of mode C transition. In these experiments the high streamwise 
velocity may cause difficulties. With the experiments the streamwise vorticity of the secondary 
vortices can be determined and be compared with the other modes of transition. This measure
ment might also give more information of the mechanism which lead to the period doubling in the 
shedding pattem. In this plane the spanwise shift in the shedding pattem is also clearly visible. 

An interesting experiment in relation with period doubling would be the investigation of mode 
E transition at higher Reynolds numbers, for example Rev = 220 and Riv = 1. If the shedding 
pattem under these conditions would still show 3D structures with a wavelength of 2 cylinder 
diameters, than one expects to find period doubling. The new heated cylinder with d = lü.Omm 
can be used for this. 
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Appendix A 

Phase shock model 

Frequency = J. 

Vertices 

Cylinder 

Figure A.l: Schematie model of a phase shock [Wil89j. The oblique front divides a spanwise region 
of oblique vortices from a region of parallel vortices. 

The schematic model for the propagation of the phase shock along the cylinder span is shown 
in figure A.l. The wavelength perpendicular to the vortices is almost constant across an oblique 
front and the vortex filaments remain connected and are not dislocated across the shock [Wil89]. 
The angle between the phase shock line and the cylinder is 90-~8. Parallel shedding isonone side 
and oblique shedding on the other. It now follows that: 

Ào = Ào · cos(e) (A.l) 

In which .:\0 is the parallel-shedding wavelength and Ào the oblique shedding wavelength. The 
convection velocity of the vortices Uc is not equal to the free stream velocity Ua. The convection 
velocity for parallel and oblique vortices is equal. The ratio between bath the veloeities is found 
using: 

Uc/Uo = (>.of D)Sto (A.2) 
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Where Sta is the Strouhal number of the parallel shedded vortices. From experiments it follows 
that Uc/Ua ~ 0.9. The speed at which the shock moves inwards, Uj, is defined as: 

(A.3) 

Also a relationship between the Strouhal-numbers of oblique shedded vortices and the parallel 
shedded vortices can be developed: 

Sta= Stofcos(B) (A.4) 

At each end of the cylinder a phase shock is formed and they both travel inwards until they meet 
at the center of the cylinder. The estimation can be made of the distance, x, the cylinder has 
traveled before the final state, the chevron pattern, is reached: 

x (L/D) 
D B(Uc/Ua) 

(A.5) 

In the estimation it is assumed that () is small. 
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Appendix B 

Principles of a scheimflug 

In figure B.l the principle of the scheimflug is given. 

Film plane Lensplane Objectplane Filmplane Lensplane Objectplane 

Dcpth of field 

A B c 

(a) (b) 

Figure B.l: The principles of the usage of a scheimflug. In (a) the normal situation without a 
scheimflug is given and in (b) the situation with the scheimflug is given. 

In figure B.la the normal situation is given when the camera is focused on a plane. The film plane 
is the light sensitive film of the camera, the lens plane the plane which lies parallel to the lens 
and the object plane is the plane one wants to make visualizations of. They alllie parallel to each 
other. The depthof field is the distance in front of and behind the object which appears to be in 
focus and lies perpendicular to the object plane. 

In figure B.lb the situation is given in case of an angle between the film plane and the object 
plane. Without angling the lens the resulting depth of field lies at an angle to the object plane 
at the same position as in figure B.la. Only part of the object plane willlie in focus. With the 
scheimflug it is possible to create an angle between the lens plane and film plane. The three planes 
must be positioned in such a way that they all interseet in the same point. Than the depth of 
field is perpendicular to the object plane and in focus. 
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Appendix C 

Numerical calculations 

Figure C.l: Mesh for the determination of the disturbance in the velocity profile of the two tin 
strips. Mesh consists of 7321 elements and 22389 points. 

Figure C.2: Mesh used for the investigation of vortex shedding with and without the strips. ~vlesh 
consists of 9536 elements and 28942 points. 
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Figure C.3: Velocity profile in y-direction. (a) Withoutand (b) with tin strips. 
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Figure C.4: Wall vortieity as ftmction of the angle. (a) Withoutand (b) with tin strips. 
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Appendix D 

Visualizations 

D.l Mode A transition 

Figure D.l: Visualization of mode A transition, for ReD 
visualized. Area of the image is D.x/ D x D.z/ D = 23 x 13. 

D.2 Mode C transition 

200. Only the top vortices are 

Figure D.2: Visualization of mode C transition for ReD = 220. Area of the image is D.xj D x 
D.z / D = 19 x 10. 
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(a) t = 0 (b) t / T = 1/ 7 

(c) t = 0 (d) t / T = 1/ 7 

(e) t / T = 2/ 7 (f) t / T = 3/ 7 

(g) t / T = 2/ 7 (h) t / T = 3/ 7 

Figure D .3: Combination of the 3D visualiza.tions and the 2D visualizations in the horizontal 
plane, for ReD = 220 (3D) and ReD= 230 (2D). Area of the image is !:l.xj D x !:l.zj D = 6 x 4 
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(a) t / T = 4/ 7 (b} t / T = 5/ 7 

(c) t / T = 4/ 7 (d} t jT = 5/ 7 

(e) t / T = 6/ 7 (f} t / T = 1 

(g) t / T = 6/ 7 (h} t / T = 1 

Figure D .4: Combination of the 3D visualizations and the 2D visualizations in the horizontal 
plane, for ReD = 220 (3D) and ReD = 230 (2D). Area of the image is l:::!.x j D x l:::!.z/ D = 6 x 4. 
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Appendix E 

Velocity measurements 
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Figure E.l: Normalized vorticity field wy as function of time for ReD = 190. Vorticity levels are 
lwz I = 1, 2, 3, 4. Solid lines indicate positive vorticity and dashed lines negative vorticity. Time 
levels do not correspond with figure D .3. 
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Figure E.2: The normalized streamwise velocity profile as function of time at y = 0 for ReD = 190. 
Solid lines indicate positive velocity and dasbed lines negative velocity. Stepsize between the 
velocity levels is 0.1. Time levels do not correspond with figure D.3. 
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APPENDIX E. VELOCITY 1\:IEASURE.MENTS 
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Figure E.3: Normalized vorticity field Wy as function of time for ReD = 230. Vorticity levels are 
lwz I = 1, 2, 3, 4. Solid lines indicate positive vorticity and dashed lines negative vorticity. Time 
levels do not correspond with figure E.l, but with figure D.3. 
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Figure E.4: The norrnalized strearnwise velocity profile as function oftime at y = 0 for ReD = 230. 
Solid lines indicate positive velocity and dashed lines negative velocity. Stepsize between the 
velocity levels is 0.1. Time levels do not correspond with figure E.2, but with figure D.3. 
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